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By using a variable resolution sampling of the visual field, the human

visual system (HVS) has evolved to an efficient imaging system that allows for a

wide field of view without the accompanying data glut. A direct consequence of

this multi-resolution perception of the visual scene is the active nature in which

the human eyes interact with the visual environment to gather information

efficiently.

The HVS has conceivably evolved multiple mechanisms for controlling

gaze. The interplay of high-level cognitive and low-level image features in-

fluences eye movements in many intricate ways and makes the problem of

selecting gaze a formidable task. Since mechanisms that require relatively lit-

tle image interpretation are likely to be relevant in artificial vision, the goal of

this dissertation is to develop a bottom-up, image-based theory of human eye

movements.

Analysis of stimuli at the observer’s point of gaze can provide an un-

derstanding of strategies used by observers in visual tasks. In this dissertation,

xii



bottom-up, low-level image features that influence gaze are revealed by directly

measuring the statistics of image patches at the point of gaze of observers in

visual search (involving the search for a target) and visual surveillance (a free-

viewing scenario).

I demonstrate that structural cues used by observers in visual search

tasks can indeed be revealed by analyzing the stimulus at the locations of the

observer’s eye fixations. In particular, using the classification image analysis

technique, I demonstrate that observers use idiosyncratic, target-dependent

structural cues to deploy their fixations as they searched for simple geometric

targets embedded at very low signal-to-noise ratios in noise stimuli that had

the spectral characteristics of natural images.

I show that even in the absence of an explicit visual task, observers

do not cast their gaze about randomly, but instead select image patches that

have higher luminance, contrast, and a stronger center-surround influence than

patches that are selected randomly. A foveated framework is presented to

analyze the statistics of image patches at the ‘next’ fixation point at the spatial

resolution at which the observer perceived the patch. Examples of selecting

fixations in novel scenes using these features are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Despite a large field of view, the human visual system processes only a

tiny central region (the fovea) with very great detail while the resolution drops

rapidly towards the periphery [1, 2]. The decrease in resolution from the center

towards the periphery is attributed to the distribution of the ganglion cells on

the retina. The ganglion cells are packed densely at the center of the retina

(i.e. the foveola), and the density drops almost quadratically as a function of

eccentricity as shown in Fig. 1.1.

To assimilate visual information and build a detailed representation

from this multi-resolution visual input, the human visual system uses a dy-

namic process of actively scanning the visual environment using steady fixa-

tions linked by rapid, ballistic eye movements called saccades [3]. The human

visual system collects visual information during a fixation and gathers little

or no information during a saccade [4, 5]. A typical eye scan pattern executed

by an observer viewing a scene is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The retinal represen-

tation of the scene while fixating on the climber is shown in Fig. 1.3. Notice

that the resolution of this image falls rapidly away from the fixation point.
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of photoreceptors in the human eye. The effective
spatial resolution at any given eccentricity is determined by the distribution
of the ganglion cells at that eccentricity.

Such a foveated visual perception provides for a large field of view with-

out the accompanying data glut. The active nature of looking, as instantiated

in the human visual system, promises to have advantages in both speed (cor-

roborated by the few fixation points used to scan the entire image in Fig.

1.2) and reduced storage requirements (evidenced by the reduced resolution

away from point of fixation in Fig. 1.3) in artificial vision systems as well. In

fact, foveated vision sensor arrays have been designed and used in real-time

imaging systems [6–8]. The next generation of efficient, foveated, active vision

systems [9] could potentially be applied to a diverse array of problems such

as automated pictorial database query, image understanding, image quality

assessment [10], automated object detection, autonomous vehicle navigation,

and real-time, foveated video compression [11, 12]. Also, the ability to under-
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Figure 1.2: Typical eye scan pattern of an observer recorded using an SRI
Dual Purkinje eye tracker. The observer’s fixations are represented by the
circles and the saccades are shown by the lines.

Figure 1.3: Foveated image while looking at the climber
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stand and reproduce an expert radiologist’s eye movements could be used in

semi-automated detection of lesions in digital mammograms [13], a problem

of vast life-saving significance. Many other such significant applications can

be envisioned.

1.2 Challenges in Active Vision

While the degradation of spatial resolution in the retina has been

modeled accurately by measuring the contrast thresholds of transient stim-

uli [14, 15], the fundamental question in the area of foveated, active artificial

vision of ‘How do we decide where to point the cameras next?’ has not been

thoroughly understood.

Despite the seemingly complex mechanisms that seem to underly the

process of active vision, human observers excel at visual tasks. Based simply

on our own daily experience, the process of gathering visual information at

the current fixation while simultaneously attending to the variable resolution

visual periphery in search for potentially interesting regions seems effortless.

Thus, an understanding of how the human visual system selects and sequences

image regions for scrutiny is not only important to better understand biological

vision, it is also the fundamental component of any foveated, active artificial

vision system.

The human visual system has conceivably evolved multiple mechanisms

for controlling gaze. These mechanisms differ in the amount of image process-

ing and interpretation they require, and the relative importance of each of them
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is probably situation-dependent. During each fixation, humans presumably

analyze the scene with the high-resolution fovea and use the low-resolution

peripheral information, contextual information, and visual memory to plan

subsequent fixation and guide the hunt. The interplay of high-level cognitive

(such as image understanding) and low-level image features (such as edges,

contrast and motion) influence eye movements in so many intricate ways that

it makes the problem of predicting gaze a formidable task. Since mechanisms

that require relatively little image interpretation are likely to be most relevant

for current work in artificial vision, the goal of this dissertation is to develop

a bottom-up, image-based theory of human eye movements to isolate and un-

derstand the data-driven mechanisms that guide eye fixations.

1.3 Approach

As discussed in Chapter 2, bottom-up approaches to automatically pre-

dicting visually interesting regions in images generally resort to using image

processing algorithms to detect and highlight low-level image features that

would intuitively be likely to draw human attention. Examples of such fea-

tures include symmetry, edges, and points of high curvature. The degree of

overlap between these features and human fixations is then used to justify

the utility of an image feature as a predictor of visual attention. While such

approaches have certainly been successful in predicting gaze to some extent,

there is much scope for improvement.

One of recent trends in the area of bottom-up gaze selection is to record
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the gaze of observers as they perform a visual task and then evaluate the

statistics of the image stimulus selected by the human visual system. With

the availability of inexpensive and accurate eye trackers, it is now feasible to

easily record and analyze the eye movements of observers. Using accurate

eye tracking with image processing of the stimulus at the point of gaze, this

dissertation attempts to provide insight into the visual selection process in

human observers. Also, since the deployment of visual attention is strongly

influenced by the visual task at hand, this dissertation approaches the problem

of gaze selection in the context of two types of visual tasks: visual search and

surveillance, the definition of which follows.

• Visual search: Visual search is a common yet important task that plays

a significant role in the survival of a species and is defined here as the

processes of detecting specific objects, features, or attributes of a scene.

Tasks such as locating prey or ripe fruit are some natural examples of

visual search.

• Visual Surveillance: A task-free, free-viewing observation of the visual

stimulus, where the observer is not necessarily seeking any specific object,

but is nevertheless engaged in an active surveillance of the environment.

In such situations, the observer may have an incomplete idea of what to

expect, so the process of eye movement and active fixation is one of data

gathering, integration, and discovery.

Figure 1.4 shows a block-diagram of the experimental framework used
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of experimental methodology

through out this dissertation. Observers are presented with a stimulus in

either a visual search or a surveillance task. As they perform the visual task,

their eye movements are recorded (using a high-end dual Purkinje eye tracker)

and stored offline for analysis. The image stimulus at the observers’ gaze is

then analyzed using various image processing routines to extract features that

are significantly different at human fixations than elsewhere in the stimulus.

These features are then used to make selections on where observers will tend

to fixate in novel scenes.

1.4 Contributions

The human eyes executes about 15000 − 18000 eye fixations per hour

during visual search or surveillance. Given the rapidity and sheer volume

of eye movements, one might be tempted to conclude that the eyes wander

randomly in a hope of landing on the visual target fortuitously. Therefore,

as a first step towards gaze selection, it is useful to quantify the differences
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in the fixation patterns of human observers, who are presumably driven by

features in the image, and random observers, who simply deploy fixations to

random locations in the visual scene. Using the methodology described earlier,

this dissertation presents many results that show clearly that humans are

not random in deploying their fixations, but rather are influenced, to various

degrees, by image-based low-level features.

The following is an overview of the contributions presented in this dis-

sertation.

1. Visual Search: Classification images at point of gaze [16, 17].

The theory of classification images - a noise-based reverse correlation

technique has been used extensively in psychophysics (study of the

relationships between physical stimuli and sensory response) to reveal

strategies used by human observers in detection and/or discrimination

tasks. Using the classification image analysis technique in tandem with

eye tracking, I directly investigated whether observers used structural

cues to deploy their fixations as they searched for simple geometric tar-

gets embedded at very low signal-to-noise ratios in noise stimuli that

had the spectral characteristics of natural images. By analyzing prop-

erties of the noise stimulus at observers fixations, I reveal idiosyncratic,

target-dependent features used by observers in the visual search task.

I demonstrate, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that even in very

noisy displays, observers do not search randomly, but deploy their fix-
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ations to regions in the stimulus that resemble the target in their local

image features.

2. Visual Surveillance: Database of eye movements.

Most bottom-up studies that have recorded the gaze of observers in nat-

ural scenes have a very small collection of images and/or observers. Fur-

ther, the images usually contain a significant cognitive component in

their image database. Recently, I have collected a valuable set of eye

movement data of 29 subjects each viewing 101 calibrated natural scenes

- one of the largest collection of eye movement data. The dataset was

chosen to minimize the effect of top-down influences in fixation attrac-

tion. Great care was taken to ensure that the accuracy and precision of

the eye movement data was maintained through out the experiment for

every single subject. Not only does this dataset form the basis for much

of the latter half of this dissertation, and other published work on visual

memory [18], but can also be used to test future gaze selection theories

in visual surveillance.

3. Visual Surveillance: Foveated analysis of image patches

Despite the fact that the human visual system is foveated and should

therefore extract features from the variable-resolution periphery to guide

its future fixations, all current gaze-contingent techniques compute the

statistics of image patches at full resolution (at which they are displayed).

In other words, local image patches around fixations are extracted from
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the original image and always analyzed at the same resolution. A new

contribution in this dissertation is the use of foveated image patches in

the analysis of local image statistics for the visual surveillance experi-

ments. In particular, image patches are always analyzed at the resolu-

tion at which they were perceived just before the patch was fixated. By

incorporating a foveated analysis, I show that the influence of certain

image features is statistically higher than those obtained from the full-

resolution analysis. Another contribution that is a direct outcome of the

foveated framework is the analysis of the image features as a function of

saccade magnitude. There has been no systematic work that has studied

the influence of image features as a function of the eccentricity from the

current fixation point. This dissertation analyzes the statistics of many

low-level image features as a function of the saccade size (i.e. resolution

at which the feature was perceived).

4. Visual Surveillance: Image statistics at point of gaze

Using the database and the foveated framework analysis mentioned above,

I show that even when observers had no specific visual task in the

surveillance experiments, their eye movements are not random but in-

stead drawn to regions in the image whose luminance, contrast, outputs

of center-surround filters for luminance and contrast are significantly

higher around human fixations than their corresponding values around

randomly fixations. The center-surround outputs of local image contrast

is found to show maximum difference (amongst those statistics tested)
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between human and random fixations. The local image contrast, the

center-surround outputs of luminance, and local image luminance follow

in decreasing order of importance of features that draw visual attention.

1.5 Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 highlights

some of the background work that will be useful to get a better understanding

of the problem of gaze selection. Since eye movements and their recording

are central to the approach used in this dissertation, the chapter begins with

a review of various eye movements executed by the human visual system. A

primer on eye tracking technology and its applications is then presented. Most

of the current work in gaze selection owes its existence to pioneering work in

psychophysics of visual search. Two of the most popular psychophysics models:

the Feature Integration Theory, and the Guided Search model are discussed.

Following this, approaches to gaze selection in a task-free visual surveillance

mode are presented. Various saliency-map based bottom-up models for gaze

selection are discussed in detail. Finally, the advantages of eye tracking in

gaze selection are highlighted by listing some interesting results that have

been obtained by evaluating the statistics of image patches at the point of

gaze of observers.

The theme of Chapter 3 is the analysis of search strategies of human

observers in visual search tasks. I present my findings on whether observers

used structural cues to deploy their fixations as they searched for simple geo-
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metric targets embedded at very low signal-to-noise ratios in noise stimuli that

had the spectral characteristics of natural images. The chapter begins with

a discussion of the Classification Image Paradigm that is used as the main

analysis routine in this chapter. The results of combining this technique with

eye tracking to result in classification images at the point of gaze of observers

are then presented. Using the resulting classification images as search kernels,

fixation selection results are also illustrated.

Chapter 4 address the problem of gaze selection in visual surveillance

- i.e. in a task-free viewing of natural images. The general approach to gaze

selection adopted in this chapter is the analysis of the statistics of local image

patches centered around human fixations and the differences in the statistics of

these features at randomly selected fixations. The results of comparing various

low-level image features such as the luminance, contrast, and center-surround

outputs of these two features are presented. The chapter also emphasizes

the importance of a foveated analysis framework - i.e. analyzing the patch

statistics at the resolution at which the patch was perceived.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion for the dissertation and provides

recommendations for improvements and future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

Since eye movements and their recording are central to the methodology

of this dissertation, this chapter begins with a brief review of eye movements.

A summary of current eye tracking technologies and their applications is then

provided. Eye movements are necessary for any foveated visual system and are

a salient feature of (natural) visual search. Not surprisingly, there has been

considerable interest in modeling human eye movements in visual search and

natural viewing tasks. The rest of the chapter provides an overview of various

approaches to model gaze in visual search and surveillance.

2.1 Types of Eye Movements

The human visual systems executes a suite of eye movements to re-

position the fovea. Before we delve into computational mechanisms that can

be used to model gaze, it is useful to have a general understanding of some of

these eye movements [3, 19].

• Fixations : Fixations are used to stabilize a stationary object on the

retina. Fixations can last anywhere from 150ms to 600ms. It is during

these fixations that majority of the visual information from the scene
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is gathered and processed. However, even during a fixation, the eyes

are not completely stationary. The eyes exhibit a variety of involun-

tary eye movements called flicks, drifts, and tremors. These involuntary

eye movements are usually less than a degree of visual angle in their

magnitudes.

• Saccades : Saccades are rapid, voluntary eye movements that are exe-

cuted to direct the fovea to a new location in the image. Saccades are

considered to be ballistic eye movements in that once the execution of a

saccade has begun, it cannot be altered. Due to the rapid motion of the

retinal image during a saccade, very little visual information is gathered

during the execution of a saccade [4, 5]. Saccades usually have durations

of 10ms to 100 ms, and can range from from 1 − 40 degrees of visual

angle and reaching peak velocities in the range of 400-600 degrees per

second.

• Smooth Pursuit : Smooth pursuits are eye movements that are executed

while tracking a moving object. The eyes match the velocity of the

moving object so that the object is effectively always centered on the

fovea.

• Vergence: These are non-conjugate eye movements that are executed

to keep the object of interest in the same relative position on the left

and the right eye. These eye movements are important for maintaining

stereoscopic fusion.
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• Nystagmus These are involuntary eye movements where the two eyes

move together in a certain direction (as if tracking a moving object), but

snap back together regularly. Vestibular nystagmus is a flavor of these

eye movements and is used to compensate for head movements.

This dissertation focuses only on fixations and saccadic eye movements.

2.2 Eye Trackers

The device that is used to measure the position of the eye is commonly

known as an eye tracker. Based on the technique that is used to measure the

eye position, eye trackers can be broadly classified into the following categories

[19].

• Electro-oculography : These devices measure the differences in the voltage

of the skin potential surrounding the eyes to compute the position of the

eyes relative to the head.

• Scleral search coils: This methodology involves insertion of a large con-

tact lens onto which a measuring device such as a wire coil is mounted.

The motion of this wire coil in an electromagnetic field is then used to

record eye position. Although the scleral search coil provides one of the

most accurate measurement of the eye position, it is not popular because

it is intrusive and usually causes discomfort to the subject.

• Video-based : In contrast to the relatively intrusive devices discussed

above, modern eye trackers attempt to measure some visibile feature of
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Figure 2.1: Purkinje images. Eye trackers use a combination of the four Purk-
inje reflections to measure gaze position.

the eye to measure gaze position. In particular, they use inexpensive

video cameras to measure the reflection of a light source (usually in-

frared) from the eye, and process the captured video frames using image

processing algorithms to compute gaze position in real-time. Further, to

disassociate eye position from head position, these eye trackers measure

the motion of two points of reference in the recorded video.

The images resulting from the reflection of a light source by the human

eye are usually called Purkinje images. As shown in Figure 2.1 light gets

reflected from four reflecting surfaces in the eye: the outer layer of the

cornea, the inner layer of the cornea, the convex surface of the lens, and

the concave surface of the lens. Many video-based trackers measure the
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Figure 2.2: Remote desktop eye tracker by Applied Science Laboratories

distance between the corneal reflection (also known as the first Purkinje

image) and the center of the pupil to record gaze position. Figure 2.2

shows one such eye tracker from Applied Science Laboratories (Bedford,

MA). One of the most accurate eye trackers in this class is the genera-

tion V dual-Purkinje eye tracker [20] which measures the displacement

between the first and the fourth Purkinje images. Figure 2.3 shows one

such eye tracker from SRI Technologies (Buena Vista, VA).

The rapid evolution of eye tracking technology from the outre scleral

coils of the early 1900s to the recent non-intrusive, easily calibrated, highly

accurate, and inexpensive eye trackers has paved the way for many fantastic eye

tracking applications in many diverse areas such as vision science, engineering,

driving and aviation, marketing and advertising, and sports. From its early

beginnings as a tool for research in visual perception (reading [21], visual search

[13], scene perception [21]), eye tracking technology has grown tremendously
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Figure 2.3: Dual Purkinje eye tracker by SRI Technologies

and has now found many practical applications such as web page design [22],

product placement and advertising in supermarkets, design of computers for

the physically challenged [23], and even to improve the skills of athletes [24].

2.3 Psychophysical models for Visual Attention

Despite the seemingly complex mechanisms underlying search, humans

excel at search tasks. An understanding of how the human visual system

selects and sequences image regions for scrutiny is a fascinating area of vi-

sion research that has received significant attention from researchers for many

decades. Early attempts to model the deployment of attention were mainly

pioneered in the area of Visual Search. Visual search, in very general terms,

is the process of searching for a target in a background of distracters. Before

the availability of inexpensive eye tracking, researchers focused on address-

ing visual search mainly using psychophysics. We now review some of the

psychophysics-based models that have motivated the state-of-the-art models
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for visual attention.

In general, visual search experiments based on psychophysics involve

measuring the response time of observers in detecting a target amongst many

distracters. Visual features such as color, orientation, shape, and size of the

stimuli are varied to measure their effects on the response time of the observer.

Many initial experiments of this nature were mainly devoted to investigating

whether visual search was a serial or a parallel process - an area of great

research interest even to this day [25]. A parallel process suggests that all

objects in the visual stimulus are processed concurrently, while in a serial

process, each object in the scene has to be attended in succession to decide

whether the object was a target or a distracter. Clearly, a serial-search process

would entail an increase in the reaction time with increasing complexity of the

distracters, while a parallel search process would need the same time to detect

a target irrespective of background complexity. Of the many theories that

attempted to explain and predict the results of visual search experiments, the

two most successful psychophysics-based architectures of visual search are the

Feature Integration Theory [26, 27] and Guided Search model [28].

2.3.1 Feature Integration Theory

The Feature Integration Theory [26, 27] proposed that visual search

could be characterized by two functionally independent and sequential pro-

cessing stages. This theory claims that the visual stimulus is first processed

via a preattentive parallel stage wherein features such as color, size, and shape
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are coded using feature detectors. The resulting feature maps are assumed

to be independent with no coordination of information across the maps. This

feature map is suggested to simply indicate the presence or absence of a feature

to the visual system. The Feature Integration Theory then suggests that at-

tention to a specific location triggers the integration or binding together of the

features maps thus resulting in object representations. Thus visual tasks that

involve a single feature (with retinotropic representations) can be performed

in parallel using just the feature map. However visual search tasks that in-

volve a conjunction of features (such as size and color) entail the binding of

features across the feature maps, and are thus slower, serial processes. While

this theory provides an adequate explanation for serial and parallel search, it

failed to explain the continuum of reaction-time vs. set size slopes that were

obtained from many visual search experiments.

2.3.2 Guided Search Model

In contrast to the strict dichotomy between serial and parallel process

as suggested by the Feature Integration Theory, the Guided Search model [29]

suggests a strong interaction between the serial and the parallel stages. The

Guided Search model, similar to the Feature Integration Theory, assumes that

the input is initially processed in parallel to create feature maps for basic visual

features such as color, orientation, size and so on. The Guided Search model

emphasizes that the preattentive processes are used to direct attention using

bottom-up (stimulus-driven) and top-down (user-driven) mechanisms. The
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bottom-up activation is a measure of how unusual an item is with respect to its

surroundings, and is computed based on a weighted average of the differences

between (a feature of) an item and its surroundings. The top-down activation

is claimed to be obtained as the output of a broadly tuned channel for each

feature of interest. A weighted sum of the bottom-up and top-down activations

is then used to create an activation map. The model then visits each peak in

this activation map in descending order in a serial fashion. By incorporating a

collaborative interaction between the bottom-up and the top-down processes,

the Guided Search model accounts for the continuum of reaction time vs. set

size slopes.

Both the Feature Integration theory and the Guided Search model have

undergone many changes to account handle more naturalistic search scenarios

[27, 29].

2.4 Computational modeling of visual attention in real-

world scene perception

While the work in the Visual Search arena has usually involved the

detection of a target in the presence of distracters, there is also great interest in

understanding how attention is deployed in real-world scenes with or without

a visual task at hand [30]. Competing theories for gaze selection in real-

world scenes can be broadly classified into two general categories- top-down

(cognitive/high-level) and bottom-up (pre-cognitive/low-level).
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2.4.1 Top-down models for gaze selection in real-world scenes

Top-down approaches for gaze selection emphasize a high-level under-

standing of the scene and are usually user or task-driven. We modify the

definition of top-down mechanisms beyond the issue of volitional control of

eye movements to include high-level cognitive representations of the visual

scene. Some of the earliest evidence for the influence of a visual task on eye

movements was demonstrated by Yarbus [3]. In particular, Yarbus showed

that the pattern of eye movements for a single subject viewing the same scene

could be very different when the subject was instructed to perform certain

specific visual tasks such as

• Give the ages of the people in the picture.

• Remember the clothes worn by the people.

• Remember the position of the people and objects in the room.

Top-down approaches are especially popular in computer vision because

the problem can be intuitively formulated in terms of high-level features such

as spatial relationships between objects or iconic representations of targets.

For example, Wixson [31] proposed a efficient search strategy using spatial

relationships between targets and its surroundings to identify subregions in

the image that are possible candidates for a more refined search and reports

an 8 fold increase in efficiency of search (speed). This technique of ‘indirect

search’ first searches for an intermediate object (associated with the target)
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that is easier to find and then looks in that region for the target. For example,

searching for a cup would first entail the search for a table followed by a search

for the cup on the table.

Rao et al. [32] propose a visual search strategy that is in harmony with

the multiresolution/multiscale vision model [1, 33]. They use an iconic repre-

sentation of targets for a top-down search procedure. A bank of multi-scale

spatial filters resembling the principal components of natural images [34] are

used to build a high dimensional vectorial representations of the target and

the region of the image under scrutiny by the fixation. Target matches are

computed using the above feature vector at multiple resolutions (from coarse

to fine) to search for the target. In another approach, Moghaddam et. al.

[35] subscribe to the view that saccade programming cannot be governed by

low-level features in object recognition since they are void of context infor-

mation. They claim that the deployment of attention in visual search tasks

is strongly driven by higher-level goals and requires internal representations

of the object under consideration as a means of selecting candidate objects

in the scene. Towards this end, they developed a probabilistic description of

the target using eigenspace representation (dimensionality reduction) of the

targets at multiple scales and each point in the image is given a probability

rating that it belongs to one of these targets based on its ‘distance from fea-

ture space’ metric. This spatiotopic probability map is then used to predict

possible locations of targets. Henderson [36, 37] proposed a schema hypothesis

which suggests a strong interaction between object recognition and scene iden-
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tification. Henderson proposes that viewing of any scene activates a schema

representation of that scene in memory which then influences the probabili-

ties of finding certain objects in that particular scene. For example, a farm

scene activates canonical representations of a barn (or farm animals) and the

expected spatial relationships of the objects that can be expected in the scene.

This information is suggested to aid the object detection process.

While such top-down implementations provide possible directions of ex-

ploration in gaze selection, cognitive interpretation of scenes is far from being

sufficiently mature to warrant the use of these theories for gaze selection in

natural viewing tasks. Further, the rapidity and sheer volume of eye move-

ments pose serious challenges to the top-down theory of gaze selection. The

human eye makes an average of 15,000 fixations every hour! It seems implau-

sible that the human visual system uses computationally intensive semantic

scene information to make a majority of these fixations. In conclusion, though

top-down approaches are difficult to generalize for novel environments, they

provide clues to possible strategies (for e.g. serial or parallel search, effect of

memory etc.) that can be emulated then by artificial vision systems.

2.4.2 Bottom-up theories for gaze selection

The second theory of gaze selection is an empirical bottom-up approach.

Here, eye movements are believed to be quasi-random and driven by low-level

image structure. The influence of certain image regions in drawing fixations

was reported as early as 1935 by Buswell [38] and other influential work by
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Yarbus [3] and Mackworth and Morandi [39]. Mackworth and Morandi noted

that about two thirds of the recorded fixations landed on just ten percent of the

image regions and that observers fixated on informative regions of the image

such as unique edges, unpredictable contours, and areas of high curvature.

While this experiment was conducted on only two images, it supported the

idea that eye movements could indeed be driven by stimulus features. Many

other studies have supported this model by showing that fixations occur on

outlines (and not centered) and angles (not sides) of line diagrams.

2.4.2.1 Saliency Map

Approaches supporting this flavor of the bottom-up theory propose

a computational model for human gaze selection based on image processing

that accentuate certain image features that are deemed relevant for draw-

ing gaze. In an interesting study, Privitera and Stark [40] used a suite of

bottom-up context-free image processing algorithms to identify algorithmic

regions of interest (aROI) in images. The resulting regions of interest were

then compared to human regions of interest (hROI) represented using clusters

of recorded fixations for that the same image. The overlap between vari-

ous aROIs and the hROIs were then compared for spatial/structural binding

and temporal/sequential binding to evaluate the utility of the image process-

ing operator in predicting regions of interest. In their study, seven subjects

viewed fifteen images of terrain photographs, landscapes, and paintings for

three seconds each. The authors evaluated the following ten different algo-
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rithms for detecting regions of interest: high curvature points using variations

of X-shaped masks, detection of localized symmetry, analysis of the high-high

bands of Wavelet decompositions of the image, outputs of center-surround

masks, gray-level orientation differences,edges per unit area, local image en-

tropy, Michelson contrast of local image regions, analysis of the high frequency

Discrete Cosine Transform of local image blocks, and the output of Laplacian

of Gaussian kernels [33]. The result of filtering the input image with these

feature detectors could be considered as a saliency map for that particular

feature. A clustering procedure was then employed on the output of these

image processing kernels to select as many regions (aROIs) as there were fixa-

tions (about 7 fixations or hROIs per image). Following this process, a string

sorting/editing algorithm was used to measure the similarity between the lo-

cations and the sequences of the aROIs and the hROIs [41, 42]. The authors

report that while the sequence of fixation patterns is very difficult to predict,

many of the image processing algorithms perform quite well in predicting the

locations of the hROIs. They report that since only 54% of the hROIS across

subjects overlap in an image, this number places an upper bound on the per-

formance of the image processing algorithms in predicting aROIs. Selecting

a subset of the algorithms for a subset of images (paintings, for example) is

shown to produce a similarity index of 43−56% between hROIs and aROIs - a

very positive result given the difficulty of the problem. The authors conclude

that the Wavelet operator seemed to perform consistently well for a wide class

of images (probably to its inherent multi-resolution analysis). The Symmetry
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operator performed well for paintings, and the contrast operator for terrain

images. The Discrete Cosine Transform operator was the only algorithm that

seemed to correlate very poorly with the hROIs. The authors use these aROIs

in a variation of the JPEG compression scheme to adaptively vary the JPEG

quantizer and retain more image structure in visually important regions [43].

More recently, an optimal combination of the symmetry, contrast, and edge

operators have been shown to be useful in planetary exploration [44].

Osberger et. al [45] have taken a similar approach to select visually

important regions in an image. In their methodology, the input image is first

segmented into various regions using a recursive split and merge technique.

Each segmented region is then analyzed to see if it contains features that

are known to influence human attention. In particular, each region is ana-

lyzed for the following five factors: contrast of the region with respect to the

background, size of the region relative to other segmented regions, shape of

the region (with long, thin regions receiving higher scores), location of the

region (with regions near the image center getting higher scores), and fore-

ground/background classification. The weights of each of these features are

added together to obtain an importance map. The importance map is shown to

highlight perceptually important regions in the image. This method has been

used in a spatially-weighted image quality assessment framework with the per-

ceptually important regions (as indicated by the importance map) weighted

more strongly in the final quality measure [10].

One of the earliest neuro-biologically inspired models for modeling hu-
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man visual attention was proposed by Koch and Ullman [46]. Similar to the

Feature Integration Theory’s master map, they introduced the concept of a

saliency map to achieve preattentive selection. The saliency map is simply

a two-dimensional map that represents the saliency or the probability that a

certain location in the image will draw attention. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic

of the main steps involved in this model to generate the final saliency map.

First, the image is processed to extract features such as the image intensity,

color, and orientation information. The orientation at each pixel is computed

using a weighted output of four Gabor kernels of angles 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and 135◦.

Each of these features are computed at various spatial scales using Gaussian

pyramids [47, 48]. The absolute difference of these features between two pyra-

mid levels is then used to represent a center-surround output akin to visual

receptive fields. The resulting center-surround feature maps are then com-

bined together to produce a single saliency map. A winner-take-all neural

mechanism then competes for a single winning location corresponding to the

most salient object and attention is deployed to this location. Subsequently,

inhibition of return prevents the visual system from revisiting this point, and

proceeds to other salient locations in the image.

Itti et. al [49] have developed the Koch and Ullman model to include

various center-surround responses and a better pooling of the feature maps.

Each image is first decomposed into its intensity, four broadly tuned color

channels, and four orientation channels. Each feature is then represented by

Gaussian pyramids which are used to compute center-surround responses (to
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the Koch Ullman framework.

enhance features that differ from their neighbors) within these three features

to finally create 42 feature maps: six for intensity, twelve for color, and twenty

four for the orientation channel. Itti’s model differs significantly from the Koch

and Ullman model in the techniques used to combine the feature maps. In the

presence of a top-down model that recommends the importance of a certain

feature (say, the color red), the weight for that particular feature map could

be increased relative to other features. However, in the absence of such top-

down guidance, Itti proposed a map normalization operator which globally

promotes feature maps with a small number of strong peaks of activity while

simultaneously suppressing maps that contained numerous peaks of similar

amplitudes. Thus this approach attempts to mimic cortical lateral inhibition

mechanisms that avoid paying attention to homogeneous areas in the feature
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maps. Using this normalization operator, maps within each feature are com-

bined across scales to finally result in three ‘conspicuity maps’ - one each for

intensity, color, and orientation. The within-feature normalization supports

the hypothesis that similar features compete for saliency while different fea-

tures contribute independently to the saliency map. The final saliency map

is obtained as an average of the three conspicuity maps. A winner-take-all

neural network with a local inhibition-of-return is then implemented to se-

lect the peaks of the saliency map. This model has been shown to reproduce

human performance for pop-out tasks with a target that differs from its dis-

tracters in a certain feature dimension. The model is also shown to be very

robust to noise in the visual stimulus [50]. Further, when applied to natural

scenes, the model is shown to attend to visually interesting regions such as

faces, flags, persons, buildings, and vehicles. A more recent version of this

model that accounts for temporal flicker, and motion energy was shown to

produce significantly higher overlap with human fixations on video sequences

than expected by chance alone [51]. Using this model to automatically predict

visually interesting regions within each frame, the video is then foveated at

these regions. The foveated videos are shown to occupy, on average, half the

size of the unfoveated clips for MPEG-1 and MPEG-4.

Following the general framework of Koch and Ullman, researchers have

suggested variations that involve modifying and combining the feature maps in

a different manner. In one approach, Topper [52] suggested that the absolute

strength of a feature at a location by itself does not guarantee the deployment
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of attention to that spatial location; rather the fact that a certain feature is

unique and different from the rest of the image should be a stronger factor

in deploying attention. In other words, this thesis operates on the premise

that the visual system attempts to maximize the information sampled from

an image. Accordingly, Topper suggests that the feature maps be transformed

to an information-theoretic self-information map where each point conveys the

amount of uniqueness or information (usually represented in bits) conveyed by

that feature. Note that this representation is very similar to computing the

output difference-of-gaussian filters. However, unlike difference-of-gaussians,

the self-information measure is not a local measure. Tompa [53] used this idea

and applied it to the Koch and Ullman’s framework. Tompa first computed

six feature maps (Sobel edge magnitude, Sobel edge orientation, intensity, hue,

variance, and moment of inertia) from the original image and then transformed

each feature map to a self-information measure. The sum of squares of the six

self-information maps was then used to create a saliency map to model visual

attention. A generalization of this approach using non-linear combinations

of the feature maps and various pooling techniques is discussed in [54]. This

technique has also been extended from the self-information of features to the

informativeness of the raw image pixels in a local 7 × 7 neighborhood. Using

dimensionality reduction techniques such as Independent Component Anal-

ysis, Bruce [55] has shown that the informativeness of local image patches

themselves show a good correlation with fixation points recorded from human

observers.
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All the saliency-based models discussed until now are completely stim-

ulus driven and do not incorporate any high-level knowledge of the scene. Tor-

ralba [56] proposed a statistical framework for incorporating high-level contex-

tual information into the low-level saliency-based models for predicting gaze

in the context of object detection. In this approach, low-level image features

(represented using outputs of a Gabor filter bank) are first used to create a

saliency map similar to those obtained Koch et al. [46]. This saliency map is

then modulated using global (contextual) features that capture statistical reg-

ularities of the scene under consideration. The contextual model captures the

probability of finding the given object in the scene, the probability of finding

it a certain location, and finally the probable scale (size) at which the object

can appear. The problem of detecting and object O is cast in a probabilistic

framework and is modeled as P (O|vl, vc) where vl corresponds to local image

features and vc is the context or the statistical representation of the global

image structure. Using Bayes’s rule P (O|vl, vc) = 1
P (vl|vc)

P (vl|O, vc)P (O|vc).

Note that the term 1
P (vl|vc)

is independent of the object and is a bottom-up fac-

tor in the design. In fact, this term is simply a saliency factor where infrequent

features have high salience and vice-versa. The term P (vl|O, vc) represents the

top-down knowledge of the object and how it influences the search as driven

by local image features. The final term P (O|vc) is independent of the local im-

age features vl and therefore simply modulates the bottom-up saliency map.

Once the contextual priors are learned by the system (using an annotated

database of images), the use of scene context in conjunction with saliency
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maps is shown to perform better than using only the saliency map to predict

locations of objects in the visual search task.

While the approaches discussed above are extremely useful in gaze

mechanisms, they all suffer from the fact that the eye movements are not

recorded when observers perform natural tasks. In fact, with the exception

of [56], all approaches assume that the observer does not have any particular

visual task at hand. There has also been an increased interest in investigating

visual attention when subjects perform daily tasks. Canosa [57] proposes a

biologically-plausible model of selective visual perception for individuals who

are engaged in realistic, everyday tasks such as walking down a hallway, fill-

ing a cup with water, or making a copy at a copier machine. Eye movement

patterns revealed that subjects preferentially fixate objects relevant for cur-

rent or potential actions implied by the semantics of the scene and the current

goal, rather than selecting targets based purely on image features. The author

proposes that modulating the low-level saliency maps with a task-relevancy

map is a far better indicator of where people will look in a scene than non-

modulated saliency from the purely physical properties of the object alone.

The model is shown to achieve a much higher correlation between predicted

locations and actual locations, as compared to the non-task-dependent model.

Similar influences of the task on visual fixations has also been reported by

others [58].

One of the drawbacks of all the saliency-map approaches for predicting

gaze in an image is that they assume that the entire high-resolution image
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is first acquired, and then processed using the various ‘attractor’ filters to

create a saliency map. While these approaches might find applications in

machine vision systems, they are not a viable solution used by the human

visual system; since the input to the human visual system is foveated, the full-

resolution image cannot be assumed to be present as the input to the visual

pathway.

2.4.2.2 Eye tracking and the computational modeling of gaze

While psychophysics-based models certainly provide invaluable insight

into many aspects of visual search, reaction times and accuracy results do

not complete the visual search puzzle since they fail to provide information

on saccadic programming - a key aspect of search in humans. The ability

to record and analyze eye movements during visual search adds great value

to existing models by evaluating effects of various image features on saccadic

programming. In this section, we present many approaches that have used eye

tracking to gain information about how visual attention is deployed.

Early work in the area of using eye tracking technology to gain insight

into attentional mechanisms addressed the issue of saccadic programming in

cluttered visual fields by varying characteristics of the target such as color,

shape, and size, and recorded the observers’ eye movements in these search

scenarios. By analyzing the mean time to find targets and the proportion of

fixations on the targets, Williams [59] concluded that the color of the target was

the most important image feature in influencing saccades, and size mattered
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only for relatively large target shapes.

Since the human visual system evolved in a natural environment and

natural images occupy a relatively small subspace of all possible images, it

is theorized [60, 61] that early visual processing may exploit the statistics in-

herent in its environment to represent the input as efficiently as possible. A

more recent version of the bottom-up approach, therefore, is based on com-

puting natural scene statistics directly at the point of gaze. The availability

of relatively inexpensive, accurate eye trackers has made this approach quite

popular. One of the earliest works that attempted to examine the correlations

between local image statistics and observers’ gaze position was conducted by

Mannan et. al [62, 63]. The fixation patterns of eighteen observers viewing

eleven images for 3 seconds each were recorded. Image features such as lumi-

nance maxima, luminance minima, image contrast (as defined by Michelson’s

contrast), and edge density were computed for each image. Following this anal-

ysis, a similarity index was computed between the location of the fixations and

the map of local image features described above. The authors report that the

average value of the similarity index failed to meet the average correlation for

different observers viewing the same image. Thus, they conclude that the pat-

tern of fixations executed by observers could not be explained by any one local

image feature they analyzed. They also note that while the distribution of the

local image features was uniform across the image, the pattern of eye fixations

tended to cluster around the image center. When a weighting function was

used to account for the non-uniform sampling by observers, only the edge den-
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sity has a significant similarity with the locations of eye fixations. It should be

noted that the method used to evaluate similarity between fixation densities

and saliency maps are ad hoc and might not be the best way to measure the

utility of a image feature in identifying attention hotspots in an image.

Reinagel et al. [64] directly measured the statistics of natural images

at point of gaze and compared them to the statistics of random patches from

the same image sets. This method obviates the need for creating saliency

maps which then need to be compared with fixation density maps. Reinagel

and Zador measured the eye movements of five naive observers as they free-

viewed seventy seven images images of nature scenes and building interiors

and exteriors. Image patches of 1 degree size were extracted at the observers’

point of gaze to create an ensemble of point-of-gaze patches. The local image

contrast of image patches at the point-of-gaze was found to be, on average,

about 1.2 times that from patches selected at random, and about 1.17 times

the local image contrast of patches obtained from an image shuffled database

- obtained by shuffling the fixations of one image with another. The image

shuffled database, therefore encompasses characteristics of eye scan patterns

such as the tendency of observers to fixate the center of the image. The authors

also computed a normalized two-point spatial correlation between the central

pixel in each image patch and pixels at increasing distances from the central

pixel. It was found that the image patches at observers’ fixations showed a

sharper drop in the correlation of pixels away from the central pixel than those

obtained for the random patches. It is suggested that human observers select
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regions with rich spatial structure. In other words, the eye selects regions in

the image that help maximize the information that is available to the early

stages of the human visual system.

Parkhurst et al. [65] replicated the findings of Reinagel and Zador [64]

with many improvements to the original analysis. They varied the size of the

patch used to compute the local image contrast. The authors were also the first

to use inferential analysis via bootstrapping to compute statistically significant

differences between features obtained from image patches at point-of-gaze and

those than those obtained from patches random fixations. The results are also

shown to depend on the nature of the database of image under consideration.

In their study, Parkhust et. al. recorded the gaze position of four observers

viewing around 300 images from four types of image databases: home inte-

riors, fractals, natural landscape, and buildings and city scenes. Each image

was viewed for 5 seconds. In agreement with Reinagel and Zador [64], the au-

thors found that local image contrast was reliably higher than those obtained

from patches random fixations. They found that the difference in the contrast

statistics between human and random fixations was significantly larger for in-

termediate patch sizes, with a maximum difference occurring around patch

sizes of 10 degree. They also show that the image patches selected by fixations

are significantly decorrelated when compared to patches selected at random.

The greatest decorrelation is shown to occur for distances greater than 1 de-

gree from the fixation point. Further, the amount of decorrelation is shown

to be higher for image sets with a high degree of correlation. The authors ex-
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plain that this is due to the tendency of observers to avoid fixating on regions

with high correlations (such as an empty skyline). The authors also report

that texture contrast can play a role in drawing overt visual attention [66].

In another related study, Mack et al. [67] studied the eye movements of 8

observers viewing 36 real-world scenes for 10 seconds each. They report that

observers showed a tendency to fixate on image regions with lower intensity,

greater contrast, edge density, and decorrelation of gray scales. These are

in agreement with the previously reported results of [62, 64, 65]. Krieger et

al. [68] report that the variance of image patches at point of gaze are about

1.35 times the variance of randomly selected image patches. The authors also

compute second-order statistics of these image patches by measuring the local

power spectra. However, they were unable to find any statistically significant

differences between the ensemble of patches selected by humans and those se-

lected at random. Similarities and differences between these results and the

two-point correlations reported in [64] are discussed in [65]. Finally, Krieger

et. al. computed higher-order statistics (e.g. bispectrum) of the ensemble of

image patches and conclude based on the shape of the bispectrum that the sac-

cadic selection system seems to avoid regions with a single strong orientation,

but instead selects regions containing many different orientations.

A major drawback in all gaze-contingent image analyses is that the

foveated nature of the human visual system is ignored; the ensemble of image

patches at observer’s fixations is always analyzed at maximum resolution (of

the stimulus). A moment of introspection suggests that, owing to the foveated
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design of our own visual perception, analysis of fixation attractors must involve

a foveated framework. In particular, given that an observer is fixating at a

certain location, the low-level image feature that attracts subsequent fixations

must be based solely on the information obtained by the visual system from its

low-resolution periphery (whose resolution varies across the visual field). We

address this issue in the visual surveillance experiments (Chapter 4) by first

foveating the stimulus at the observer’s current fixation point (using estab-

lished models of resolution fall-off in the periphery [14, 15]), and then analyze

the statistics of the various image features using appropriately blurred versions

of image patches centered on the subsequent fixation.

2.5 Summary

Eye movements are controlled by a combination of top-down and bottom-

up mechanisms. It is generally believed that the initial exploration of a scene is

stimulus-driven and subsequent examination of the scene is task-driven. This

chapter provided an overview of various top-down (cognitive) and bottom-up

(data-driven) approaches for gaze selection in visual search and surveillance.

The chapter concluded with a presentation of recent trends that use eye track-

ing to make measurements of various image statistics at the point of gaze of

observers. The findings provide direct evidence that low-level features indeed

differ at human and random fixations.
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Chapter 3

Visual Search and the Classification Image

Paradigm

Visual search experiments have usually involved the detection of a

salient target in the presence of distracters against a blank background. In

such high signal-to-noise scenarios, observers have been shown to use visual

cues such as color, size, and shape of the target to program their saccades

during visual search. The degree to which these features affect search per-

formance is usually measured indirectly using reaction times and detection

accuracy. Reaction times and accuracy results, however, do not directly reveal

what image features the observer is looking for during the task. Further, it is

unclear whether human observers are able to use target features to succeed in

visual search tasks in naturalistic stimuli with very low signal-to-noise ratios.

In this chapter, I demonstrate that structural cues used by observers

in visual search tasks can indeed be revealed by analyzing the stimulus at the

locations of the observer’s eye fixations. In particular, using the classifica-

tion image analysis technique, I directly investigated whether observers used

structural cues to deploy their fixations as they searched for simple geomet-

ric targets embedded at very low signal-to-noise ratios in noise stimuli that
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had the spectral characteristics of natural images. By analyzing properties

of the noise stimulus at observers’ fixations, it is feasible to reveal idiosyn-

cratic, target-dependent features used by observers in this visual search task.

I demonstrate, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that even in very noisy

displays, observers do not search randomly, but deploy their fixations to re-

gions in the stimulus that resemble the target in their local image features.

3.1 The Classification Image Paradigm

Recently, the theory of classification images [69, 70] - a noise-based

reverse correlation technique - has been used extensively in psychophysics to

reveal auditory [71], spatial [72], and spatio-temporal [73] mechanisms used

by human observers in detection and/or discrimination tasks. The basic idea

behind the classification image paradigm is that external noise added to a

discrimination task reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore, influences

the subject’s response to the stimulus. The classification task is repeated

many times with different noise samples in each trial. The noise from each

trial, when the observer makes a certain response, is then saved and averaged

together. Over many trials, image pixels in each ‘response bin’ that contribute

to the decision add up while the ones that do not contribute average to zero

(assuming zero mean noise) and the resulting ‘classification image’ represents

the linear contribution (or weight) of each pixel in determining that particular

response from the subject. Assuming that subjects use linear time-invariant

strategies, this paradigm analyzes correlations across the noise samples to
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Figure 3.1: Illustrating classification images for vernier discrimination task

reveal strategies used by the subjects to perform the classification task.

Figure 3.1 illustrates these steps for a vernier acuity test. Assume that

two bars should ideally be in vertical alignment but, are in practice always

offset one way or the other as shown in the top left of the Figure 3.1. In each

trial, the bars are embedded in noise to limit performance, randomly offset

top-leftward or -rightward (top-right of figure), and then briefly presented to

the subject. The classification image paradigm is designed to reveal image

features the observer uses to decide if the bars are shifted to the right or

to the left. If the subject responded ‘rightward’ or ‘leftward,’ the noise for
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that trial is averaged into the ‘right’ or ‘left’ bin, respectively. At the end

of the experiment (generally 10,000 trials run over several sessions), definite

filter properties begin to emerge in the two average images. The images are

differenced and thresholded for statistical significance (pixels within 2 standard

deviations of the mean can be set to gray, for example). A classification image

from a nearly identical experiment [74] (one using a windowed-sinusoid instead

of a sharp bar) is shown in the bottom left. The subject seems to be using

elongated, vertical, odd-symmetric ‘filters’ sensitive to the horizontal shift of

the bars to make the decisions. It quite clearly reflects a plausible decision

criterion used for the task. The methodology is extended here for the first time

to eye movements by investigating discrimination results at point of gaze.

3.2 Methods

We recorded the eye movements of three observers as they searched for

simple geometric targets (shown in Figure 3.2) embedded in a noise stimu-

lus. The noise had a Fourier magnitude that was inversely proportional to the

spatial frequency. An example of the stimulus with an observer’s eye move-

ments superimposed on it is shown in Figure 3.3. A quick examination of the

stimulus might help the reader to appreciate the difficulty of the search task.

Further, the pattern of fixations in Figure 3.3 - which was fairly typical - may

even suggest that, in a stimulus with such low signal-to-noise ratios, observers

might simply be deploying their fixations uniformly across the stimulus, with-

out respect to any spatial structure, until the fovea fortuitously landed close
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Figure 3.2: Targets used in the search task. (Circle, Dipole, Triange, Bowtie).
The targets are shown on a gray background for display purposes only.

enough to the target for detection to occur. However, as we will demonstrate,

a simple reverse-correlation analysis of the noise stimuli at the point of gaze

reveals quite a different strategy.

3.2.1 Observers

Three observers were used for the experiments. Two of these observers

(LKC and UR) were aware of the goal of the experiment and the third (EM)

was naive as to the purpose of the experiment. All observers either had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision.

3.2.2 Stimuli and Tasks

The stimuli consisted of simple geometric targets embedded in noise.

The noise had a Fourier magnitude that was inversely proportional to the spa-

tial frequency. This type of noise, generally referred to as 1/f noise, mimics

the average spectrum of natural images [75]. The presence of more salient

large-scale structures in this type of noise (as compared to white noise) makes

1/f noise a desirable stimulus in these type of experiments. A set of nine
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noise images was generated offline and used through out the experiment. The

targets were simple shapes, viz. circles, dipoles, triangles and bowties (abut-

ting triangles) as shown in Figure 3.2. The signal-to-noise ratio of the stimuli

was set so that the observers had to make approximately 20 fixations to find

the target (this corresponded to signal Michelson contrast of 30% and noise

RMS contrast of 70%). The stimulus size was 640 × 480 pixels and the size

of the embedded target was 64 × 64 pixels. The stimuli were displayed on a

21-inch, gamma corrected monitor at a distance of 180cm from the observer.

The screen resolution was set at 640 × 480 pixels, corresponding to about 52

pixels/degree of visual angle. The total spatial extent of the target was thus

about 12 × 9 degress of visual angle. The MATLAB psychophysics toolbox

[76, 77] was used for stimulus presentation.

The observer’s task during each trial was to locate the target as quickly

as possible. At the beginning of each block of 50 trials, observers were told

which target would be presented. On each trial, one of the nine noise images

was selected, and the target was added to the noise at a random spatial location

(with the constraint that the target did not overlap the edge of the display).

On finding the target (or what appeared to be a target), the observer pressed

a button. Following the button press, the observer was given feedback about

the correct target location and then proceeded to the next trial. An example

stimulus is shown in Figure 3.3, with the location of the target (a triangle in

this case) indicated by the diamond. Also shown are an observer’s computed

sequence of eye movements and fixations, the details of which will be discussed
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Figure 3.3: An example of the stimulus with superimposed eye movements
from a single trial. The white line indicates the gaze position recorded from
the eye tracker. The dots indicate the computed location of fixations. The
diamond shows the location of the target (in this case, the triangle). The
dashed rectangles show the size of the noise patches extracted around each
fixation locus for analysis.

below.

3.2.3 Eye Tracking

Human eye movements were recorded using an SRI Generation V Dual

Purkinje eye tracker. It has an accuracy of < 10′ of arc, precision of 1′ of arc,

a response time of under 1 ms, and bandwidth of DC to > 400Hz. The output

of the eye tracker (horizontal and vertical eye position signals) was sampled at

400Hz by a National Instruments data acquisition board in a Pentium IV host

computer, where the data were stored for offline data analysis. The effective
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spatial resolution of the data acquisition board (corresponding to the 16 bit

resolution of the input channels) was over an order of magnitude higher than

the precision of the eye tracker, guaranteeing that no information was lost in

the sampling process. A bite bar and forehead rest was used to restrict the

subject’s head movement. The subject was first positioned in the eye tracker

and a system lock established onto the subject’s eye. A linear interpolation on

a 3×3 calibration grid was then done to establish the transformation between

the output voltages of the eye tracker and the position of the subject’s gaze

on the computer display. During the experiment, periodic verifications (every

10 trials) of the calibration was done by displaying a dot on the display at

the computed position of gaze in real-time and, if necessary, recalibration was

done (although this was rarely required).

3.2.4 Image Data Acquisiton

The sampled voltages from each trial were converted to gaze coordinates

(i.e. position of gaze on the image in pixels). Next, the path of the subject’s

gaze was divided into fixations and the intervening saccadic eye movements

using spatio-temporal criteria derived from the known dynamic properties of

human saccadic eye movements. Stated simply, a sequence of eye position

recordings was considered to constitute a fixation if the recorded gaze co-

ordinates remained within a stimulus diameter of 1◦ visual angle for at least

100ms. The exact algorithm (adapted from [78]) accommodates for drifts,

blinks and micro-saccadic eye movements. The resulting pattern of fixations
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(a) Original classification image (b) Statistical thresholding

Figure 3.4: Statistical thresholding of CIs

for a single trial is shown by the dots in Figure 3.3. The white lines show

the eye movement trajectories linking the fixations. We defined a region-of-

interest (ROI) as a square region of size 128× 128 pixels (twice the size of the

target) around each fixation (two examples of which are shown in Figure 3.3

by the dashed boxes). The noise in the ensemble of these ROIs around the

fixation points was then analyzed to determine if it contained any statistical

relationships to the targets for which the subject was searching.

3.3 Results

We extended the classification image technique by incorporating eye

movements as follows. For a given observer and target, noise pixels in a region

of interest (twice the size of the target) around each fixation were averaged

across trials to yield classification images. A resulting classification image

(CI) for one observer (LKC) searching for the ‘Dipole’ target is show in Figure

3.4(a). In this images (and all further classification images), gray denotes mean
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luminance, white corresponds to pixel values above the mean luminance, and

black to pixel values below the mean luminance. To enhance the details in the

classification images, a statistical thresholding was performed by setting pixel

intensities within 1 standard deviation of the mean equal to the mean [72]. The

statistically thresholded classification image corresponding to the classification

image in Figure 3.4(a) is shown in Figure 3.4(b). The statistically thresholded

results for all observers and targets are shown in Figure 3.5. The first row

in Figure 3.5 illustrates the four targets (circle, dipole, triangle, and bowtie)

that observers were instructed to find in the stimulus. Each of the other rows

shows the classification images for the three observers (LKC, UR, and EM)

for these targets.

To quantify the uncertainty associated with the shapes of these classi-

fication images, we bootstrapped the averaging procedure and computed the

boundaries of each of the resulting thresholded classification images as follows.

To detect the boundaries of the statistically filtered classification images, the

two largest regions in the statistically filtered image were detected using a

connected-components algorithm. The outlines of each of these regions were

then used to represent the boundary of the classification image. Bootstrap-

ping was then used to verify the robustness of these boundaries. First, the

ensemble of noise patches at the observer’s point-of-gaze was resampled (with

replacement) 200 times. The image patches in each bootstrap sample were

then averaged together, statistically filtered, and processed to detect their

boundaries. The boundaries of the resulting 200 classification images were
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Figure 3.5: Classification images at point of gaze: Statistically filtered CIs for
3 observers (LKC, UR, and EM) and the four targets (shown in the top row
against a neutral gray background to highlight the edges of the target). The red
outlines indicate the aggregate of the edges of the classification images from
200 bootstrap replications of the noise averaging. A well defined boundary
indicates that the structure in the classification image is robust, while spatially
diffused edges indicate that the shape of the classification image in that region
varies across trials.
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then added together, and finally superimposed on the classifications images to

reflect the stability of the boundary. The aggregate of all of the bootstrapped

boundaries is shown superimposed in red in Figure 3.5.

3.4 Discussion

The most striking result of this analysis is the emergence of classifica-

tion images (in Figure 3.5) that resemble spatial features of the target. Notice

that the boundaries of most classification images from the bootstrap procedure

are well defined, indicating that the shape information for these classification

images is indeed reliable. (In fact, the full width of a bootstrapped contour at

a given location gives an upper bound on the width of the 99.5% confidence

interval about that location.) This indicates that, even though gaze is being

rapidly shifted about the image in effort to find the target as quickly as possi-

ble, saccadic programming is clearly being influenced by spatial features in the

noise with sufficient precision to generate these robust classification images.

Also worthy of note is that these classification images vary in a target

dependent manner within an observer (to varying degrees), and also vary across

observers for a given target. The data of LKC and ER, for example, show fairly

dramatic changes across the targets, indicating that the gaze of these observers

was attracted by features unique to a particular target. For example, this effect

is most pronounced for observer LKC who, for the case of the circle, seemed

to fixating at regions of high luminance, but modifies the search template for

the dipole search by fixating at regions that have a luminance profile that
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matches the horizontal edge of the dipole. This adaptation of the CI to match

some feature of the target is evident, albeit to a lesser extent, for observer EM

who changes his strategy for the dipole, the triangle and the bowtie. Observer

UR, in contrast, seemed to use a simpler heuristic consisting of fixating bright

regions of roughly the appropriate size.

The interobserver variability is evident for most of the shapes. Even in

the case of the triangle, in which the classification look fairly similar, closer

inspection reveals some subtle but reliable differences. Observer LKC’s gaze

tends to land on the right side of bright regions that have a dark region further

to the right, whereas observer UR’s gaze lands on the left side of bright regions

that have dark regions further to the left. Both of these observers, however,

are attracted to roughly circular bright areas on average, whereas observer EM

clearly favors a more angular, elongated structure.

3.4.1 Random Searcher

We also simulated an observer who randomly looks about the stimulus

hoping to find the target by chance (this behavior was largely consistent with

our own introspection of behavior in this very difficult task; observers reported

often being surprised when their gaze landed on the target.) We did this by

simply selecting random spatial coordinates from a uniform distribution with

the constraint that the entire region of interest surrounding the fixation point

had to be within the image. The number of random fixations selected was

approximately equal to that made by the observers during the search tasks
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Figure 3.6: Human vs. random search. The first four classification images
(from left to right) show the classification images for observer LKC across
the four targets. To simulate a searcher who looks about randomly hoping
to find the target by chance, the noise stimuli were sampled randomly. The
result of averaging the noise pixels at these random fixation points is shown
in the far right. The lack of significant structure in the classification image for
the random searcher contrasts sharply with the obvious target-like structures
generated by the observer. All the classification images are displayed using
the same range of gray scales to highlight the relative pixel magnitudes across
classification images.

(around 3000). The result of adding the noise pixels at the random fixation

points is shown in the far right in Figure 3.6, where all the classification images

in the figure are displayed using the same range of gray scales to highlight

the relative pixel magnitudes across classification images. The lack of any

image structure in the random sampling case, and the ability to generate many

classification images across subjects from the same set of 1/f noise stimuli

indicates that observers are not random searchers, but that they actually are

directing their fixations to regions that resemble some feature of the target.

To verify that observers were indeed trying to follow our instructions

to find the target quickly, we analyzed the histograms of the fixation duration

(time per fixation) and saccadic magnitudes for observers’ eye movements for

this experiment and are shown in Figure 3.7. The wide range of saccadic
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Figure 3.7: Eye movement statistics

magnitudes (mean of 3◦ and standard deviation of 1.8◦) and the relatively

short fixation duration (mean of 0.25 seconds) indicates that observers were

indeed trying to survey the range of the stimulus area quickly and were not

fixating on particular regions for an inordinately long time.

3.4.2 Effects of 1/f noise

Traditionally, experiments using the classification image analysis have

used additive white Gaussian noise as the masking stimulus. White noise im-

ages, being spatially uncorrelated by design, do not contribute to any artificial

structure to the classification images. In our experiments, we used 1/f noise

as the stimulus because the presence of many large-scale, target-like salient

features inherent in the noise structure made it an effective masker. Due to

the correlated nature of 1/f noise, the resulting CIs are not unbiased linear

templates. To obtain the true unbiased linear estimator, we can apply the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Effect of prewhitening filter on CI (a) Original CI (processed with
average filter) and (b) CI after statistical thresholding

prewhitening filter [79] to the CIs obtained using 1/f noise. An example of

the dipole CI for observer LKC before and after prewhitening is shown in Fig-

ure 3.8. However, even the templates obtained using the prewhitening filter

does not reflect the true unbiased CI in our experiments because, unlike the

experimental set up in psychophysics, the noise samples are not necessarily

aligned across trials (fixation points in this case), thus resulting in spatially

blurred CIs.

3.4.3 Predicting Observers’ Fixations

Since the CIs are derived from human eye movement data, they can

now be used as search templates (or kernels) to predict observers’ fixations in

a new search scenario. The CI templates shown in Figure 3.5 (before statistical

filtering) can be used to predict observers’ fixations in a new noise image. Note

that while the original targets shown in Figure 3.2 are the optimal search tem

plates, they do not necessarily predict observers’ fixations. In this section,

to simulate the selection of observers’ fixations in a new noise stimulus, we
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used the CI template generated from eight of the nine noise stimuli, and then

filtered the remaining noise image using this CI as the search template (i.e.

a matched filter). This was repeated for each of the nine noise images. A

resulting filtered image using the observer LKC’s triangle CI is show in Figure

3.9. Peaks (bright regions) in this image correspond to good matches between

the local structure in the noise and the observer’s search template, hence

signifying regions that should attract the observer’s fixation. To alleviate the

errors introduced during edge-of-image filtering, the resulting filtered image

was masked using a rectangular Butterworth filter that tapered rapidly to

zero near the edges of the stimulus. We now demonstrate both qualitatively

and quantitatively that these selection maps are indeed good indicators of

regions that will draw fixations.

3.4.4 Comparing Fixation selections and Recorded Eye Fixations -

A Qualitative Comparison

To visualize the differences in fixation selections of an observer’s CI and

that of a random CI, we collected the fixations for an observer searching for a

particular target in the given noise image (Figure 3.10(a)). The fixations were

then spatially grouped using a a density constrained clustering algorithm [80]

as shown in Figure 3.10(b). Unlike the k-means clustering algorithm [81], the

density-constrained clustering prevents the clusters from becoming very sparse.

For our analysis, we constrained each cluster to have atleast 7 fixations in a

radius of 32 pixels. These parameters, obtained empirically, produced visually

meaningful clusters. To aid visualization, each cluster was then represented
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Figure 3.9: selection obtained by convolving LKC’s triangle CI with a noise
image

by an ellipse that was centered on the cluster mean. The standard deviation

of the cluster along principal orthogonal directions was used to compute the

major and minor axes of the ellipse. Finally, for the qualitative comparison,

the ellipses were overlaid on the fixation selection map as illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.10(c). For clarity, only the top 10 clusters are selected and displayed in

decreasing order of their density. The fixation selection map was also thresh-

olded to retain filtered values whose magnitudes were greater than 1 standard

deviation of the distribution of the filtered values. The local maxima in the

selection map have been labeled in the decreasing order of magnitude. Note

that many of the recorded clusters overlap with the selections. Results for

a few more noise images are shown in Figure 3.11. Also shown, in Figure
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(a) Collection of fixations of observer LKC
searching for a triangle in a noise image

(b) Results of density-constrained clustering

(c) Overlaying clusters of LKC’s recorded fix-
ations on a selection map obtained using
LKC’s CI

(d) Overlaying clusters of LKC’s recorded fix-
ations on a selection map obtained using a CI
from random sampling

Figure 3.10: Illustrating the intermediate steps in qualitative comparison of
performance of human CI and random observer CI
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3.10(d), is the overlap of the observers fixation on a fixation selection map

that was generated using a CI obtained from random sampling. Note that

unlike the observers selections that appear as blobs in the image, the random

CI generates a map that is almost uniform over the image space.

3.4.5 Comparing Fixation selections and Recorded Eye Fixations -

A Quantitative Measure

While the CIs of Figure 3.5 indicate, qualitatively, that human ob-

servers are not random searchers, it is useful to quantify the deviation of

human performance from a random searcher. To accomplish this, we used the

CIs generated from human eye movements and those obtained from random

fixations as search templates to predict fixation hotspots - regions that will

draw fixations - in a new noise image. Since the human CIs were derived from

eye movement data, one would expect that the human CIs will predict the fix-

ation hotspots more successfully than the random CI. The amount of overlap

between the predicted fixation hotspots and actual recorded fixations can then

be used to quantify the deviation of the CIs from being random templates. It

is important to note that since the CI templates are not pre-whitened, the se-

lections are sub-optimal. Further, since the analysis does not incorporate the

contrast sensitivity function and foveated nature of the HVS, the templates

will not reflect the sequence of the fixations as executed by a foveated ideal

observer. The CI templates only pick out regions in the image where we can

expect an observer to make many fixations on average. However, we will still

use the CIs in this analysis as non-prewhitening matched filters [82] to predict
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.11: More examples of overlaying fixations clusters on the fixations
selection map
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regions that will draw fixations.

A quantitative evaluation of the CIs in predicting fixation hotspots in-

volves comparing a sparse set of discrete observer fixations (as shown in Figure

3.12(a)) to a dense fixation likelihood map (as shown in Figure 3.9). In one

approach [40], the dense selection map was made sparse by detecting a certain

number of local maxima (equal to the number of observer fixations for that im-

age, for example) and clustering nearby local maxima into regions-of-interest.

Each region was then labeled alphabetically for identification. This clustering

and labeling process was repeated for observers’ fixations. Overlapping re-

gions were given the same alphabet identifier. A string matching and editing

algorithm was then used to compare ROIs predicted by algorithms and those

actually fixated by humans. Other methods of comparing human fixations to

selections are discussed in [83].

For my analysis, since there were many fixations per noise image per

observer (about 400), we opted to convert the human eye fixation data to a

pseudo-dense fixation map similar to the method used in [84]. The process

is illustrated in Figure 3.12. To do this, we used the Parzen’s window tech-

nique [81] for estimating the fixation density. In particular, we first replaced

each fixation in the noise image by a 2D Gaussian function. The variance of

the Gaussian envelope was chosen so that the full width at half-max of the

Gaussian roughly equaled the diameter of the human foveola (about 1◦ visual

angle). This approximation of a fixation point by a Gaussian can be thought

of as reflecting the fact that we are uncertain about the exact location at which
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server searching for the dipole target
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Figure 3.12: Generating a pseudo-dense fixation map obtained by replacing
each fixation by a Gaussian envelope
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an observer is attending due to measurement uncertainty, occulomotor noise,

and the continuous fall off of the resolution of the visual system. The resulting

pseudo-dense fixation map (Figure 3.12(c)) and the selection map (Figure 3.9)

can both be considered as probability distributions. Peaks in the selection map

indicate regions in the stimuli that are likely to draw fixations and peaks in

the eye fixation map denote regions where observers actually made fixations.

The goal then is to compare these two dense probability density functions. A

popular technique to quantify the distance between two probability density

functions is the Kullback-Leibler distance [85].

The Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) or the relative entropy - a popular

information theoretic measure to quantify the distance between two probability

distributions. The Kullback-Leibler distance between two probability density

functions p(x)(say, the fixation map in this case) and q(x) (the pseudo-dense

selection map) is given by D(p||q) =
∑

x∈X
p(x)log

(

p(x)
q(x)

)

. Thus, the KLD

is analogous to a weighted correlation measure of the closeness between two

probability density functions. From an information-theoretic perspective, the

KLD can also be interpreted as the inefficiency incurred by assuming the dis-

tribution of a random variable to be q when the true distribution is actually p.

Note that that D(p||q) ≥ 0 and is = 0 if and only if p = q. Though it is conve-

nient to think of D as ’distance’ between distributions, D is not a true distance

metric because it asymmetric D(p||q) 6= D(p||q) (in general) and D does not

satisfy the triangle inequality (D(p||r) ≤ D(p||q) + D(q||r)) required of dis-

tance metrics. The symmetrization of the KLD can be achieved easily (such
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as the average of D(p||q) and D(q||p)). We chose to use the resistor-average

distance because it has been shown to provide a good compromise between

symmetry and additive properties that are required of distance measures [86].

We used this symmetric KLD to quantify the distance between the

fixation selections and the recorded eye fixations. Before computing the dis-

tance, both the pseudo-dense fixation map and the fixation selection map were

first normalized to represent valid probability density functions. The average

KLD results are illustrated in Figure 3.13. Each panel illustrates the KLD

for the three observers (indicated on the abscissa) searching for a particular

target (indicated by the title). Given a particular target and an observer, the

following three KLDs were computed.

First, the distance between the fixation selection maps (as shown in

Figure 3.9) obtained by using the observer’s CI and the recorded fixations

(now represented by the pseudo-dense map) was calculated. These distances

are indicated by the black bars in Figure 3.13. Secondly, the distances between

the recorded eye fixations and the selections obtained using the actual target

image shown in Figure 3.2 was computed. These distances are indicated by the

gray bars in Figure 3.13. The selection map thus obtained using the original

target image represents the regions that would be selected by an observer who

has exact knowledge of the target. Finally, a distribution of the KLD was

obtained using the CI for random fixations in Monte Carlo simulations. The

mean of these distributions are indicated by the height of the white bars in

Figure 3.13. The errors bars indicate the standard errors for the distribution
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(based on 150 repeated simulations using templates obtained from random

fixations). These distances indicate the performance of a model searcher who

samples the stimulus randomly hoping to find the target by chance. Given the

lack of context in the stimulus, a random sampling might at first seem efficient.

The comparison against a random-observer can, therefore, help quantify the

degree to which observers are random in their strategies. Comparing the

observers’ KLD against the distribution of the random observer’s KLD, it was

found that the average z-score for the human observer CI was −9.70, indicating

that the observers were far from being random searchers. The z-score for the

original target was found to be −9.37. It is not surprising that the observer’s

KLD is sometimes lower than that obtained using the original target; the

original target template, though optimal for detection performance, does not

necessarily predict the human eye fixations better than the corresponding CI

for the observer.

Even though the KLD does not give an intuitive feel for the closeness of

fixation selections to actual eye fixation (say, in terms of percentage match),

it is a convenient measure to compare and contrast the performance of one

selection kernel against another; in this case, a convenient way to quantify the

deviation of an observer’s pattern of fixations from random fixations.

3.5 Conclusions

Analysis of stimuli at the observer’s point of gaze can provide an under-

standing of strategies used by observers in visual tasks. As Figure 3.6 indicates,
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the classification image from random sampling tends towards an image with no

specific structure while those obtained at point of gaze resemble some feature

of the target, indicating that observers are not random searchers, but that

they actually are directing their fixations to regions that resemble the target.

The different CIs in Figure 3.5 indicate that observers show some evidence

of adjusting their templates based on the targets; some observers do so more

than others - for example observer LKC clearly changes his templates to match

some feature of the target, UR less so and EM more so, thus indicating the

idiosyncratic nature of their search strategy.

There is an interesting body of literature that supports the hypothesis

that saccades during a visual search task are not random, but can be influ-

enced and guided by visual cues such as color [59] and shape [87, 88] in the

periphery. For example, by measuring the accuracy of the first saccade in a

10 AFC letter discrimination task, Murray et al. demonstrate that saccadic

targeting is not random, but uses shape cues in the search task. While exist-

ing proof for the guided saccade-targeting hypothesis is indirect (for e.g. via

efficiency of task performance), in this paper, we demonstrated that classifi-

cation image analysis and accurate eye tracking can be used in conjunction to

directly reveal shape cues that guided the saccade in the search task in the

form of classification images at the point of gaze. Our results indicate that

even in very noisy stimuli, human observers are not random in their search

strategy but rather make directed eye movements to regions in the stimuli

that resemble some structural feature of the target. Given the difficulty of
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the task, and the rapidity at which fixations are made, we find it remarkable

that the visual system seems to analyze spatial structure in the low-resolution

periphery and direct fixations to regions that resembled some spatial feature

of the target. Recently, it has been shown that human observers achieved

nearly-optimal search performance in a similar search task [89]. Yet, truly

optimal performance is computationally expensive. However, the lack of high

resolution target information in our classification images indicates that near-

optimal performance could be achieved without the computational overhead

of having the perfect search template. Moreover, the differences we find across

observers, even when the targets are simple geometric shapes, indicate that

observers adopt idiosyncratic heuristics even if, in the end, they all approach

optimal behaviour.
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Figure 3.13: KLD for all subjects and targets. Each panel illustrates the KLD
for the three observers. The colors of the bars indicate the KLD measure for
the observer (black), original template (gray), and a random searcher (white).
The error bars indicate 1 standard deviation.
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Chapter 4

Visual surveillance

In this chapter, we present results that highlight the influence of low-

level image features in the selection of image regions by the human visual

systems in visual surveillance. As mentioned earlier, visual surveillance is a

task-free, free-viewing observation of the visual stimulus, where the observer

is not necessarily seeking any specific object, but is nevertheless engaged in an

active surveillance of the environment. Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of the

general framework used in this chapter. The eye movements of 29 observers

were recorded as they freely viewed 101 natural calibrated images. Then for

each image, the differences in statistics of image patches at observers’ fixations

and image patches selected at random were computed for the following image

features:

• Local patch luminance

• Local patch contrast

• Center-surround outputs of the patch luminance

• Center-surround outputs of the patch contrast which is also a measure

of the contrast of local image contrast
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Figure 4.1: Bootstrap block diagram

Features that show a statistically significant difference between these

two sets of image patch ensembles are considered significant in gaze selection.

The selection of the image patches is bootstrapped for each image for statistical

significance of the image feature under consideration.

The analysis presented in this chapter involves several novel features.

Firstly none of the bottom-up approaches discussed in Chapter 2 incorporate

the foveated perception of the human visual system in the analysis of features

that draw fixations. One of the proposed contributions of this chapter is

the use of a foveated framework to analyze the statistics of image patches

at the ‘next’ fixation point using the spatial resolution at which the observer

perceived the patch. Secondly, the influences of a foveated analysis framework

and the variations in the statistics of these local image features as a function

of eccentricity from the current fixation point are also presented for the first
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time. Finally, we show that each of the image features discussed above are

statistically different at human fixations (compared to random fixations) and

that the contrast of local image contrast provides the maximum difference

between human and randomly selected patches. The chapter concludes with

an example of predicting visually interesting regions in an image using the

contrast of contrast image feature.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Observers

A total of 29 adult human volunteers (19 male and 10 female) partic-

ipated in this study. All observers either had normal or corrected-to-normal

vision. Observers consisted of members of the public, undergraduates, grad-

uates students, research fellows, and faculty from the University of Texas at

Austin from a range of academic disciplines. Each observer visited for a single

session, only 2 had seen the image stimuli previously, and 24 were naive as to

the purpose of the experiment.

4.1.2 Natural Image Stimuli

101 static images of size 1024 × 768 pixels (cropped from the center

of the original 1536 × 1024 images) were manually selected from a calibrated

grayscale natural image database [90], finding and omitting images containing

man-made structures and features such as animals, faces, and other items of

high-level semantic interest that would have instinctively attracted attention.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of images used for the experiment.
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Images whose luminance statistics suggested saturation of the capture device,

and thus exhibited non-linearity, were also omitted. Typical images contained

natural habitats of trees, grass, and water as shown in Fig. 4.2.

The stimuli were displayed on a 21-inch, gamma corrected monitor

at a distance of 134cm from the observer. The screen resolution was set at

1024× 768 pixels, corresponding to about 1 arc minute per pixel (or 60 pixels

per degree of visual angle). The total spatial extent of the display was thus

about 17 × 13 degrees of visual angle. The MATLAB psychophysics toolbox

[76, 77] was used for stimulus presentation. Since the range of brightness var-

ied drastically across the image database, each image was scaled so that the

brightest point in each image corresponded to the brightest output level of the

monitor without affecting the image contrast.

Before displaying each stimulus image, a Gaussian noise image was

displayed to help remove after-images corresponding to the previous image

that may otherwise have attracted fixations. Each image was displayed for 5

seconds. Images were shown in a fixed order for all observers. The ambient

illumination in the experiment room was kept constant for all observers, with

a minimum of 5 minutes dark adaptation provided while the eye-tracker was

calibrated.

4.1.3 Visual Task

Observers were instructed to free view each of the 101 images as they

desired. However, to discourage observers from fixating at only one location
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in an image, we told observers that following the display of each image, they

would be shown a small image patch (1◦ ∗ 1◦) and they had to indicate (via a

numeric keypad) whether the image patch was from the image they just viewed

or not. Auditory feedback (via a sampled voice) was provided to indicate

a correct or incorrect response. Before starting the main experiment, each

observer went through a dry-run session of 10 trials to ensure that the observer

became familiar with the handheld control box, dark adapted, and comfortable

in the experimental environment prior to data collection. Images for the dry-

run session were selected from the same database as the images used for the

experiment proper.

4.1.4 Eye Tracking

As the observers viewed the scene, their eye movements were recorded

using an SRI Generation V Dual Purkinje eye tracker. It has an accuracy

of < 10′ of arc, precision of 1′ of arc, a response time of under 1 ms, and

bandwidth of DC to > 400Hz. The output of the eye tracker (horizontal and

vertical eye position signals) was sampled at 200 Hz by a National Instruments

data acquisition board in a Pentium IV host computer, where the data were

stored for offline data analysis. The effective spatial resolution of the data

acquisition board (corresponding to the 16 bit resolution of the input channels)

was over an order of magnitude higher than the precision of the eye tracker,

guaranteeing that no information was lost in the sampling process.

Monocular eye tracking was used to reduce calibration time, and the
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Figure 4.3: Subject performance as a function of number of images viewed.
Performance was measured as the number of correct responses minus the num-
ber of incorrect responses to the patch detection task.

observers wore an occluder on the unmeasured eye. A bite bar and forehead

rest was used to restrict the subject’s head movement. The subject was first

positioned in the eye tracker and a system lock established onto the subject’s

eye. A linear interpolation on a 3×3 calibration grid was then done to establish

the transformation between the output voltages of the eye tracker and the

position of the subject’s gaze on the computer display.

This calibration routine was repeated compulsorily every 10 images,

and a calibration test run after every image. This was achieved by introducing

the requirement that the observer fixate for 500ms within a 5 s time limit on

a central square region (0.3◦ × 0.3◦) prior to progressing to the next image

in the stimulus collection. If the observer was unable to satisfy this test, the
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full calibration procedure was re-run. The average number of calibrations

per observer for the 101 images was 16.5, i.e. between 6 and 7 images were

typically viewed before the calibration test was failed. Average calibration

error for passed calibration tests was 5.48 pixels horizontally and vertically.

The requirement for a central fixation prior to displaying the next image also

ensured that all observers commenced viewing the image stimuli from the same

location. The average duration for the experiment was approximately 1 hour,

including calibrations, display of images and task completion. Observers who

became uncomfortable during the experiment were allowed to disengage from

the eye tracker for a break of any duration they desired. Post-experimental

feedback collection revealed that most observers rated the eye-tracker as only

mildly uncomfortable. Plotting the mean performance of the observers over

time in the patch detection task does not suggest a prevailing fatigue factor,

with performance sustained up until the last trial (Fig. 4.3).

4.1.5 Image Data Acquisition

The sampled voltages corresponding to the eye movements of the ob-

servers for each trial were converted to gaze coordinates (i.e. position of gaze

on the image in pixels). Next, the path of the subject’s gaze was divided into

fixations and the intervening saccadic eye movements using spatio-temporal

criteria derived from the known dynamic properties of human saccadic eye

movements. Stated simply, a sequence of eye position recordings was consid-

ered to constitute a fixation if the recorded gaze co-ordinates remained within
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Figure 4.4: Example of an observer’s eye movement trace superimposed on the
image stimulus. The dots are the computed fixations. The star in the center
of the image is the first fixation.

a stimulus diameter of 10 visual angle for at least 100ms. The exact algorithm

(adapted from [78]) accommodates for drifts, blinks and micro-saccadic eye

movements. The resulting pattern of fixations for a single trial is shown by

the dots in Figure 4.4. The lines show the eye movement trajectories linking

the fixations. The first fixation is indicated by a square in the center of the

image.

We then extracted circular patches of diameters ranging from 32 pixels

(0.5◦) to 192 pixels (3.2◦) centered at each fixation. Image patches around

fixations that extended beyond the boundary of the image were discarded.

Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the percentage of fixations that were used in the

analysis as a of patch size. Notice that with a patch diameter of 192 pixels

(3.2◦), we are still left with 94% of all the fixations recorded. We decided to
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Figure 4.5: Effect of patch size on the percentage of total fixations used for
analysis.

use 192 pixels as the maximum patch diameter because it seemed to provide

a fair trade-off between a fairly large patch while discarding only 6% of the

total number of fixations. The relevant statistics were computed for a range

of patch diameters from 32 pixels to 192 pixels in increments of 32 pixels. We

ensured that the number of image patches analyzed under each of the patch

sizes was always the same by first creating a bank of image patches of diameter

192 pixels, and extracting image patches of smaller diameter from the center

of this image set.
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4.1.6 The image-shuffled database

The ensemble of image patches around the fixation points was then an-

alyzed to determine if it contained any statistical significant differences from

an ensemble of image patches that were picked randomly. The ensemble of

randomly selected patches was obtained by shuffling the fixations of an ob-

server for a particular image with that of a different image. The advantage of

this image-shuffled database is that it captures the idiosyncrasies that may be

introduced by human eye movements such as the saccade distributions and the

tendency to fixate at the image center. The image shuffled database therefore

simulates a human observer who is not driven by the image features of that

particular image, but otherwise satisfies all criteria of human eye movement

statistics.

In addition to this image-shuffled fixations, other researchers [64, 65, 67]

have also simulated another random observer by uniformly distributing fixa-

tions in an image, and extracting local image patches around these fixations.

However, since we propose to foveate images at the current fixation, and then

extract the image statistic at the next fixation point, it is important that image

patches within each ensemble (random and human-selected) be blurred to sim-

ilar extents. To illustrate this point, Fig. 4.6 shows the distribution of saccade

magnitudes (distance of next fixation point from the current fixation point)

for both human fixations (solid line) and by uniformly distributing fixations

(dashed line) in the image. Note that unlike the plot for human saccade magni-

tudes which peak at around 1.50, this saccade magnitude plot for the uniformly
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of saccade magnitudes for human observers (solid line)
and uniformly distributed fixations (dotted line). The vertical lines indicated
the boundary of saccade bins used for the eccentricity-based analysis. Each
bin contains the same number of fixations (about 6000).
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distributed fixations peaks at higher value of 70. Since the amount of blur is

proportional to the saccade magnitude, all the image patches in the database

obtained using the uniformly distributed fixations will be blurred more than

the image shuffled database, and therefore will bias the final results. For this

reason, all comparisons with the random observer in this chapter correspond

to this image shuffled database, and not to the uniformly distributed fixations.

4.1.7 Foveation

One of the proposed contributions of this chapter is the foveated anal-

ysis of the low-level features of image patches at the resolution at which they

were actually perceived. To achieve this, the given image was first foveated

at the observer’s current fixation before the patch at the ‘next’ fixation was

extracted for analysis. There are many ways of creating a foveated version of

an image given a fixation point such as band-pass filtering [11], DCT-domain

[91], and multi-resolution [15, 92], approaches. Since neither speed nor storage

was an issue for our (offline) analysis, we used the spatially-varying bandpass

filtering approach, where every pixel in the foveated image was obtained by

blurring its grayscale value with a low pass filter of appropriate cut-off fre-

quency (obtained from models of the contrast sensitivity function). The con-

trast sensitivity (CSF ) measured as function of spatial frequency, f (cycles

per degree), and retinal eccentricity, e (degrees), is modeled [15] as:

CSF (f, e) = C0 exp

(

−αf
e + e2

e2

)

(4.1)
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where C0 , α = 0.106, and e2 = 2.30 are constants that provide an adequate

fit to experimentally recorded contrast threshold values. Since we are mainly

interested in retaining the relative magnitudes of the sinusoidal amplitudes,

the value of C0 is not relevant, and is set to 1.0.

The CSF can be considered to be a two dimensional transfer function

that can be used to blur an image at various eccentricities, e. For implemen-

tation purposes, we compute the 2D discrete fourier transform of the image,

pad it appropriately, and perform a point-wise multiplication with the CSF

described above (for every possible eccentricity), perform an inverse Fourier

Transform, and crop out the valid image area. Ideally, we will have to create

enough blurred versions of the original image to account for the largest possi-

ble eccentricity (length of the image diagonal). In our analysis, we found that

the maximum saccade magnitude seldom exceeded 12 degrees (720 pixels).

Therefore, we created 720 blurred versions of each image in increments of one

pixel (arc minute).

Now, to create an image that is foveated around a fixation point, we

simply needed to find the appropriately blurred version of every pixel. We

begin by computing the eccentricity of a pixel location (in the foveated image)

from the fixation point, select the blurred image corresponding to this eccen-

tricity (from the 720 blurred versions), and select the grayscale value from the

exact same location as the pixel from this blurred image. The process was then

repeated for every pixel to obtain the corresponding foveated image. Figure

4.7 shows the original image at full-resolution and a foveated version of the
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Original Image

(a) Original Image

Foveated Image

(b) Foveated Image

Figure 4.7: Example of a foveated image with the fixation point indicated by
the white dot.
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same image with the fixation point indicated by the white dot.

4.1.8 Foveated and Full-resolution analysis

All the local image statistics in this chapter are computed for two dif-

ferent types of image patches:

• Full-resolution analysis : Similar to the previously reported results [64,

65, 67], we used patches around the fixation from the original image (i.e.

at full-resolution).

• Foveated analysis : To analyze image features at the resolution at which

observers actually perceived them, we also performed a foveated analysis.

Given an image and a fixation point, we foveated the image around this

fixation point (as described in Section 4.1.7), and then extracted the

image patch at the ‘next’ fixation point. This process was repeated for

all the fixation points to create an ensemble of foveated image patches.

4.1.9 Eccentricity-based analysis of image statistics

One of the direct consequences of evaluating statistics of foveated patches

is that if care is not taken, image patches that have been blurred to different ex-

tents will be grouped and analyzed, thus possibly resulting in erroneous statis-

tics due to this cross-resolution comparison of image patches. Note, however,

that the statistics of the patches at fixations will always be compared to the

image shuffled foveated patches, which were generated using the exact same
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saccade magnitudes as the foveated patches from observers’ fixations. There-

fore, on an average, the statistics of image features will be underestimated

just as often as it will be overestimated, and will not bias these statistics

significantly.

However, in order to alleviate the effect of comparing statistics of

patches that were blurred to different extents, we also performed an eccentricity-

based analysis where patches of similar blur were grouped together and anal-

ysis of the relevant statistic was repeated for each group (saccade bin). This

eccentricity-based analysis also provides insight into the influence of the lo-

cation (and hence resolution) of the image feature in the visual periphery in

drawing fixations. (Note that this is not an issue for the full-resolution analysis

because the patches have not been blurred.)

To perform the eccentricity-based analysis of our image statistics, each

patch in the database was first associated with the eccentricity of the saccade

magnitude that was executed to get to that particular patch - i.e. the ec-

centricity of the fixation point from the previous fixation. (The first fixation

was ignored for this analysis.) Figure 4.6 shows the histograms of saccade

magnitudes of all observers (solid line), and all images in this experiment.

These saccade magnitudes were then partitioned into 5 bins such that each

bin contained the same number of patches. The vertical lines in Fig. 4.6 show

the boundaries of the 5 bins that was used for the analysis. I decided to use

5 bins to achieve a trade-off between the number of patches per bin and the

total number of bins. After binning, the number of image patches per bin was
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found to be around 6, 000. A uniform binning of the saccade magnitudes is

not recommended since the number of patches within each bin in a uniformly

size saccade bin is very different.

4.1.10 Bootstrapping

Finally, to evaluate the statistical significance of the image statistic

under consideration, we used bootstrapping to obtain the sampling distribu-

tion of the mean statistic of interest as follows. For each bootstrap trial, the

ensemble of image patches at the observer’s fixations (and from the image

shuffled fixations) for each image was sampled with replacement. The feature

of interest was computed for these patches, and average across the 101 images

in the database. This process was repeated 200 times to obtain the sampling

distribution of the average RMS statistic. The error bars in all the figures

in this chapter correspond to a 95% confidence interval obtained using this

bootstrap procedure.
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4.2 Luminance Statistics

Based on our own everyday visual experience, it seems that our eyes

are often attracted to bright spots in the visual field. To verify if luminance is

indeed a feature that influences fixations, we computed the average luminance

of patches at human fixations and compared them to the luminance of image

patches from the image shuffled database.

4.2.1 Computing the mean luminance

The average luminance for each image patch was computed using a

circular raised cosine weighting function in a manner similar to [93]. The

raised cosine function w is expressed as

w(i) = 0.5 ∗
[

cos
(πri

R

)

+ 1
]

(4.2)

where ri =
√

(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2 is the radial distance of a pixel location

(xi, yi) from the center of the patch, (xc, yc), and R is the patch radius. A two-

dimensional raised cosine weighting function is shown in Figure 4.8. The mean

luminance for a given image patch weighted using the raised cosine window

was computed as

Ī =
1

M
∑

i=1

wi

M
∑

i=1

Iiwi (4.3)

where M is the number of pixels in the patch, Ii is the grayscale value of pixel

at location (xi, yi).
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Figure 4.8: Raised Cosine Function

4.2.2 Luminance Results

The absolute values of the patch luminance will, of course, depend on

the database on images and will also vary from image to image. Since we were

mainly interested in the differences between the image statistics at observers’

fixation and randomly selected fixations, and not the absolute values of the

contrast, we simply computed the ratio of average patch luminance at the

observers’ fixations to the average patch luminance for image patches from the

image shuffled database for each image, and then averaged this ratio across

the N(= 101) images in the database as follows:

Iratio =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

Ipog(n)

Irand(n)
(4.4)

where Ipog(n) and Irand(n) correspond to average luminance for the patches

around observers’ fixations and the image shuffled database for image number

n respectively.
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Figure 4.9: Statistics of ratios of mean luminance of image patches (at ob-
servers’ fixations to those from the image-shuffled database) as a function of
patch size. Solid lines denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines in-
dicate foveated analysis. Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals of the
mean.

Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the luminance ratios (4.4) as a function of

patch size, M , that was used to compute the local patch luminance. The anal-

ysis was performed for both the full-resolution (solid lines) and the foveated

(dashed lines) patches as described in section 4.1.8. The error bars indicate

95% confidence intervals of the mean value of the ratios.

From this plot, we note that for both the full-resolution and the foveated

analysis, the average luminance ratio is significantly higher than 1.0. This

confirms our original intuition that observers, on average, tend to fixate on

brighter regions in an image. Spatially, this influence is, a local one; increasing
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the size of the patches used to compute the mean luminance results in ratios

close to 1.0 - an indication that luminance at human and random fixations are

not statistically different. The use of a foveated analysis framework produces

slightly higher luminance ratios than the full resolution analysis, but the effect

is not statistically significant.

4.2.3 Eccentricity-based analysis of Luminance statistics

Using the saccade binning idea from Section 4.1.9, we also computed

the average luminance ratios of image patches within each saccade bin using

(4.4). This eccentricity-based analysis of the luminance ratio is plotted as a

function of saccade magnitude in Fig. 4.10. The solid lines correspond to the

luminance values for the full-resolution analysis, while the dashed lines corre-

spond to the foveated analysis. The error bars correspond to 95% confidence

intervals obtained via bootstrapping. Each panel corresponds to the patch

size (indicated on the title) that was used for the analysis. From this plot, we

see that, saccades executed by observers tend to land on regions with slightly

higher luminance at all eccentricities. The tendency to fixate at brighter re-

gions is more pronounced at lower saccade magnitudes.

In conclusion, though luminance seems to have an influence on gaze,

the actual values of these ratios - a maximum of 1.04 - seems to indicate that

the effect of luminance in drawing fixations is not a very strong one - atleast

not by itself.
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Figure 4.10: Eccentricity-based analysis of mean luminance. Each panel plots
the values of the RMS contrast of local image patches as a function of saccade
eccentricity. Solid lines denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines
indicate foveated analysis. Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals. Each
panel corresponds to the patch diameter (indicated in degrees by the title for
the panel) that was used to compute the RMS contrast.
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4.3 Local Contrast Statistics

In the previous section, the luminance of image patches at human fixa-

tions was found, on average, to be higher than the luminance of image patches

from the image shuffled database. In this section, we discuss the influence

of another low-level image feature, the local image contrast, in drawing fixa-

tions. Similar to the earlier approach, the contrast of image patches around

observers’ fixations was compared to the contrast of image patches from the

image-shuffled database described in Section 4.1.6.

4.3.1 Computing the local contrast

For each image patch, a weighted root-mean-squared (RMS) contrast

using a circular raised cosine weighting function (4.2) was computed as follows

C =

√

√

√

√

√

√

1
M
∑

i=1

wi

M
∑

i=1

wi

(Ii − Ī)2

(Ī)2
(4.5)

where M is the number of pixels in the patch, Ii is the grayscale value of pixel

at location (xi, yi) and Ī is the mean of the patch (4.3).

4.3.2 RMS values

We now describe the results of evaluating the RMS contrast of image

patches at observers’ fixations and those from the image shuffled database.

The average RMS contrast for a given set of image patches (at point of gaze

or image shuffled) was computed as follows:
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Figure 4.11: Statistics of RMS contrast as a function of patch size. Solid lines
denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis.
Blue lines are the results for the image patches around observers’ fixations
while the red lines are for image patches from the image-shuffled database.
Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals.

C =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

1

P (n)

P (n)
∑

p=1

C(p) (4.6)

where C is the average RMS contrast for the given ensemble of patches, N

is the total number of images, P (n) is the number of image patches in image

number n, and C(p) is the RMS contrast of the patch p computed as described

in (4.5).

The solid lines in Fig. 4.11 shows this average RMS contrast for the

full-resolution patches as function of patch size for image patches at observers’

fixations (blue) and the image shuffled database (red). The error bars indicate
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95% confidence intervals obtained by the bootstrapping procedure described

earlier in Section 4.1.10. Since we were also interested in the effect of foveation

on these statistics, the above computation was repeated for the ensemble of

foveated image patches. These results are indicated by the dotted curves in

Figure 4.11. As expected, due to the blurring introduced by foveation, the

foveated contrast values are smaller than those for the full-resolution patches.

From the plots, both the full-resolution, and the foveated analysis sup-

port previous findings that the RMS contrast of image patches at observers’

fixations is indeed significantly higher than those for the patches selected at

random. Also, as expected, the RMS contrast (which is measure of gray scale

variance) increases with patch size.

4.3.3 RMS Ratios

The absolute values of the RMS contrast will, of course, depend on the

database of images. Since we were mainly interested in the differences between

image statistics at observers’ fixation and randomly selected fixations - and not

the absolute values of the contrast - we computed the ratio of average RMS

contrast at the observers’ fixations to the average RMS contrast for image

patches from the image shuffled database for each image, and then averaged

this ratio across the N = 101 images in the database as follows:

Cratio =
1

N

N
∑

n=1

Cpog(n)

Crand(n)
(4.7)
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Figure 4.12: Statistics of ratios of RMS contrast of image patches (at observers’
fixations to those from the image-shuffled database) as a function of patch size.
Solid lines denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated
analysis. Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals.

where Cpog(n) and Crand(n) correspond to average RMS contrast for the

patches around observers’ fixations and the image shuffled database for im-

age number n respectively.

Figure 4.12 shows the plots of these RMS ratios as a function of patch

size for both the full-resolution (solid lines) and the foveated (dashed lines)

analysis. Firstly, we note that for both the full-resolution and the foveated

analysis, the RMS ratios are significantly higher than 1.0. This implies that

the average RMS contrast of patches at observers’ fixations is significantly

higher than those from the image shuffled database irrespective of whether

we used foveated analysis or not. However, the RMS ratio for the foveated
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analysis are significantly higher than those for the full-resolution analysis for

all patch sizes that were used in this analysis. While the full-resolution analysis

is in agreement with previous reported results on the RMS contrast statistics,

it underestimates the influence of RMS contrast in drawing fixations. For

example, the foveated analysis at a patch size of 1◦ shows that the average

contrast at human fixations is 1.1 times the contrast at random fixations -

a result which is significantly different from the value of 1.07 as obtained

from the full-resolution analysis. Further, these values are higher than the

ratios obtained from the analysis of the local luminance of the patches, thus

concluding that the RMS contrast is a stronger attractor of fixations than

luminance.

4.3.4 Eccentricity-based analysis of RMS ratios

We then computed the average RMS contrast of image patches within

each bin using (4.6). This eccentricity-based analysis of the RMS contrast

is plotted as a function of saccade magnitude in Fig. 4.13. The solid lines

correspond to the RMS values for the full-resolution analysis, while the dashed

lines correspond to the foveated analysis. The blue lines correspond to the

image patches at observers’ fixations, and the red lines to the image shuffled

dataset. The error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals obtained via

bootstrapping. Each panel corresponds to the patch size that was used for

the analysis. As expected, we notice that for the full-resolution analysis, the

RMS values for the image shuffled patches do not vary with saccade magnitude.
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Figure 4.13: Eccentricity-based analysis of RMS contrast. Each panel plots
the values of the RMS contrast of local image patches as a function of saccade
eccentricity. Solid lines denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines
indicate foveated analysis. Blue lines are the results for the image patches
around observers’ fixations while the red lines are for image patches from the
image-shuffled database. Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals. Each
panel corresponds to the patch diameter (indicated in degrees by the title for
the panel) that was used to compute the RMS contrast.
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Also, since the amount of blur increases with eccentricity (from (4.1)), the RMS

contrast for the foveated patches decreases with increasing saccade magnitude.

Finally, comparing the plots across the panels, we see that the RMS values for

both the full-resolution and the foveated curves increase with patch size.

To visualize the eccentricity effects between image patches around ob-

servers’ fixations and the image shuffled database, we repeated the RMS-

ratio analysis as described in Section 4.3.3 within each eccentricity bin. The

eccentricity-based RMS ratios for various patch sizes are shown in Fig. 4.14.

Each panel shows the RMS ratios as a function of saccade magnitude for the

foveated (dotted curve) and the full-resolution patches (solid curve). The error

bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals. Each panel corresponds to the

diameter of the patch used to compute the RMS contrast. From these plots,

we note that both the foveated and the full-resolution curves are significantly

higher than 1.0 for all eccentricity values (and patch sizes) indicating that the

observer selects patches that are of higher contrast than the random observer

at all eccentricities. We also note from the shape of these curves that the

influence of RMS contrast is not uniform across different saccade magnitudes.

4.3.5 Discussion of the RMS results

The analysis of the local RMS contrast has many interesting implica-

tions. Previous approaches to analyzing the RMS contrast statistics of image

patches at observers’ fixations have shown that there are indeed significant

differences in the patches centered around human fixations and those selected
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Figure 4.14: Eccentricity-based analysis of ratios of RMS contrast of image
patches (at observers’ fixations to those from the image-shuffled database).
Each panel plots the values of the ratio of the RMS contrast of local image
patches as a function of saccade eccentricity. Solid lines denote full-resolution
analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis. Error bars signify 95%
confidence intervals. Each panel corresponds to the patch diameter (indicated
in degrees by the title for the panel) that was used to compute the RMS
contrast.
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randomly. These studies have analyzed the properties of the image patches

at the (full) resolution of the image. However, since the human visual system

is foveated, any low-level image feature that influences the decision to move

to the next fixation point is not analyzed at the resolution of the image, but

solely on the foveated (blurred) information from the visual periphery. We

show for the first time that the statistics of the foveated contrast can indeed

be significantly different from that obtained using full-resolution analysis.

In agreement with previous results, we found that the RMS contrast

at observers’ point of gaze was significantly higher than those selected by the

random sampling. As illustrated in Fig. 4.12 the magnitude of this differ-

ence in RMS contrast was found to be significantly higher for the foveated

analysis than the full-resolution analysis. In other words, full-resolution anal-

ysis underestimates the influence of RMS contrast in drawing fixations. By

selecting only those spatial frequencies that were perceived by the observer,

foveated analysis reveals a much stronger influence of RMS contrast in drawing

fixations.

Secondly, we analyzed the statistics of RMS contrast as a function of

eccentricity and found that the contrast at the observers’ point of gaze is

higher than those obtained from random fixations at all eccentricities. This in

itself is very interesting, for it suggests that a majority of the saccades were

not random, but instead influenced by low-level contrast information from

the periphery. Also, as seen in Fig. 4.14, the statistics of RMS ratios are

not uniform across saccade magnitudes. The plots of RMS values in Fig. 4.13
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show that for the full-resolution analysis, the RMS values of the image shuffled

database are pretty much constant while the shape of the patches at observers’

gaze changes with eccentricity. In other words, from (4.7), the shape of the

RMS ratios is influenced due to the changes in the statistics of patches se-

lected by observers (numerator effects) and not much due to variations in the

statistics of the RMS contrast of image shuffled patches (denominator effects).

Finally, for small patches, the foveated curves are significantly higher than the

full-resolution curves for most saccade bins. This indicates that using full-

resolution analysis will result in an under-estimation of the influence of RMS

contrast in drawing fixations. For large patches, there is no statistical signif-

icance between foveated and full-resolution analysis. In the smallest saccade

bin, the foveated analysis is not statistically different from the full-resolution

analysis because at such small saccades, the foveated patches are not blurred

severely, and so are not very different from the full-resolution patches. For the

foveated analysis, even at zero eccentricity, (4.1) blurs the spatial frequencies

according to CSF (f, e = 0) = C0exp(−αf), and therefore the foveated and

the full-resolution curves do not overlap perfectly in smallest saccade bin.

It should be emphasized that these statistics are dependent on the

database of images used for analysis [65]. As we now demonstrate, even within

our database, which was selected very carefully to avoid many cognitively in-

teresting features, the statistics vary within subsets of images. In Fig. 4.14

note that, at least for small patch sizes, the RMS ratios do not fall mono-

tonically, but instead falls rapidly at the 20 eccentricity bin, and then rises
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back up at the 4.20 eccentricity bin. We discovered that this curious behavior

was correlated with image content. We asked 6 observers to categorize each

of the 101 images as interesting (in that the observer would spend some time

looking at the image), or boring. We then selected the images that a majority

of observers had classified as interesting, and grouped the rest of the images

into a ‘boring’ subset. There were are total of 39 images that were selected

to be interesting, and the remaining 62 were categorized as boring. The top

three rows of images in Fig. 4.2 are examples of the ‘interesting’ subset, and

the bottom three rows are sample images from the ‘boring’ subset. Due to the

generic nature of our instructions for classifying these images, it is difficult to

explain why subjects choose one way or an another. However, a casual ob-

servation of these subsets seems to indicate that images in the boring subset

are homogeneous in that they do not have a variety of textures; the inter-

esting subset, however, has more variety in terms of a clearer distinction of

foreground and background, and regions such as sky, foliage, and water.

We then repeated the computation of the RMS-ratios with saccade bin-

ning for these two subsets separately. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 shows the results

of the eccentricity-based RMS ratios for the interesting and the boring subset

respectively. Notice that the dip in the curves is evident for the interesting

subset, but is absent for the boring subset. This trend is interesting, for it

suggests that the influence of contrast in drawing fixations is dependent on

the image content to some extent.

While it is difficult to pinpoint the exact cause for such trends without
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Figure 4.15: Eccentricity-based analysis of ratios of RMS contrast of image
patches (at observers’ fixations to those from the image-shuffled database) for
the ‘interesting’ subset. Each panel plots the values of the ratio of the RMS
contrast of local image patches as a function of saccade eccentricity. Solid lines
denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis.
Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals. Each panel corresponds to the
patch diameter (indicated in degrees by the title for the panel) that was used
to compute the RMS contrast.
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Figure 4.16: Eccentricity-based analysis of ratios of RMS contrast of image
patches (at observers’ fixations to those from the image-shuffled database)
for the ‘boring’ subset. Each panel plots the values of the ratio of the RMS
contrast of local image patches as a function of saccade eccentricity. Solid lines
denote full-resolution analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis.
Error bars signify 95% confidence intervals. Each panel corresponds to the
patch diameter (indicated in degrees by the title for the panel) that was used
to compute the RMS contrast.
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further analysis, we can attempt to draw some conclusions from the observed

results. First, for both the interesting and the boring subsets, the very small

saccade magnitudes seem to fall on regions of high contrast. Having found a

high contrast image patch, if observers tend to execute many smaller saccades

in this high contrast region in an attempt to scrutinize the object of interest

in that patch, it can account for the high RMS-ratios at the small saccades.

Conversely, regions with very low local contrast are not analyzed as carefully

using small magnitude saccades. With increasing saccade magnitudes, while

the ratio plots for the boring subset fall monotonically, the values for the

interesting subset dip around the 20 bin and then rise again at longer saccades.

This trend could be caused by the distribution of high contrast patches in

the interesting subset. For example, if the high contrast regions are highly

local (therefore not selected often by the random fixations) and distributed

relatively far away from each other in the image (hence picked up only the

larger saccades), it would account for the increase in the RMS ratio plots

at larger saccades for the interesting subset. The boring subset on the other

hand, owing to its homogeneous texture, probably has very few regions of high

contrast regions that differ significantly from the background. Further analysis

of both the images and the image patches is needed before these conjectures

can be verified.
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4.4 Statistics of Center-Surround Outputs for Lumi-

nance

Thus far, we have found that both the mean luminance and contrast

is generally higher for image patches at human fixations than those obtained

from the image-shuffled database with the difference being larger for contrast

than luminance. The next image feature that I investigated was the output of

center-surround (or difference-of-Gaussian) filters operating on the luminance

profile of the image. The motivation for using this feature is based on the

intuition that it is not always regions of higher luminance or contrast that

draw attention, but regions that differ from their surroundings in some aspect.

In Figure 4.17, for example, it is very likely that most human observers will

fixate on the central square region in both the images. In this figure, the

central square has lower luminance in the left image and lower contrast than

any other region in the image in the right image, but still draws attention

because it is different from its surroundings. Such features can be detected by

the outputs of center-surround or difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) kernels. The

representation of a DoG kernel in both space and frequency domain is shown

in Figure 4.18.

Due to computational issues, the center-surround analysis was per-

formed for only one patch size of 96 × 96. The size of 96 × 96 pixels was

chosen because it provided the maximum separation between the RMS statis-

tics as shown in Figure.4.12. Also, since we are interested in the differences

in the distribution of spatial frequencies between human and random image
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Figure 4.17: Motivation for using DoG kernels
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Figure 4.18: DoG kernel in (a) Space domain and (b) Frequency domain
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patches, we directly present the eccentricity-based analysis.

4.4.1 Finding the optimal size of the DoG

In the analysis of the patch luminance and contrast, the size of the

patch used to compute these features was varied and we found, for the contrast

analysis (see Figure 4.12), that a patch size of around 1.0◦× 1.0◦ provided the

maximum ratio value of 1.1. To compute the best DoG kernel that provides

separation between human and random patches, one could resort to a brute

force approach and vary various parameters of the DoG kernel such its size

(full width at half-max) and shape (as defined by aspect ratio) to find the

optimal DoG that separates human and random outputs maximally.

In this section, we describe an alternative approach to finding the best

DoG kernel, or more generally a Gabor kernel. A Gabor kernel is simply a

Gaussian window modulated by a sinusoid. Figure 4.19 shows a Gabor kernel

in the space and the fourier domain. Unlike the DoG kernel which selects fre-

quencies of all orientations around a central frequency, the Gabor kernel selects

a very narrow band of oriented frequencies around its central frequency. The

following approach to find the optimal Gabor filters involves designing the ker-

nels in the Fourier domain. We begin by locating the spatial frequencies where

the human patches differ significantly from the random patches. For this, I

computed, for each image, the ratio of the average discrete fourier transforms

(DFT) of image patches at at point of gaze to the discrete fourier transform

of patches selected randomly (image-shuffled set). Thus, we compute
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Figure 4.19: Gabor kernel in (a) Space domain and (b) Frequency domain

F (i, e) =

1
P (i)

p=P (i)
∑

p=1

abs(FFT (p, e))|PoG

1
R(i)

r=R(i)
∑

r=1

abs(FFT (r, e))|Rand

(4.8)

for each image i, where FFT (p, e)|PoG corresponds to the discrete Fourier

transform of patch p at an observer’s point-of-gaze, and FFT (r, e)|Rand corre-

sponds to the discrete fourier transform of a patch r selected randomly from

the same image, P (i) and R(i) correspond to the number of image patches

at human and random fixations respectively, and e is the eccentricity of the

patch from the previous fixation point. The average value of this ratio across

all images is computed using

Fratio(e) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

F (i, e) (4.9)

where N is the number of images in the database.
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Figure 4.20: Plots of Fratio(e) as a function of saccade magnitude for a patch
size of 96× 96 pixels. The top row corresponds to the full-resolution analysis,
while the bottom row corresponds to the foveated analysis. Each column
corresponds to the saccade bin in which the DFT analysis was performed (the
bins are indicated on the title). The x and y axis on these plots correspond to
cycles per degree. All plots have been plotted using the same colormap.
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4.4.2 Eccentricity analysis of Fratio(e)

Figure 4.20 shows the plots of Fratio(e) for a patch size of 96×96 pixels

for various saccade eccentricities, e. Prior to computing the discrete fourier

transform, each image patches was first windowed using a raised cosine window

to avoid edge effects. Also, the average value of each of the patches was set

to zero. Each panel in Figure 4.20 corresponds to a ratio of centered discrete

fourier transforms, and thus the central regions in each plot corresponds to

low spatial frequencies with spatial frequency increasing away from the center.

The top row in Figure 4.20 shows the Fratio for the full-resolution

patches as a function of increasing saccade magnitude. Each column corre-

sponds to a saccade bin that was discussed in 4.1.9. The bottom row shows

Fratio(e) for foveated image patches. The effect of foveation manifests itself in

the bottom row in the form of a circular region that with its radius decreasing

for larger saccade magnitudes. This is expected because, for large saccades the

patches are foveated to a greater extent, and therefore the (circular) region of

interesting frequencies gets smaller. The full-resolution plots in the top row,

however, have no such limiting region. In fact, we see that for the large sac-

cades, many of the high frequency regions have significant energy (even though

they are not perceived by the observer).

Since we are looking at ratios of magnitudes of DFTs of patches selected

by human fixations to those from the image-shuffled fixation, spatial frequen-

cies with ratio-values greater than 1.0 (shown in red) have higher energy in

the point-of-gaze patches (and therefore influence observers’ gaze). Similarly,
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spatial frequencies with values close to 1.0 (shown by dark blue) do not play

an important role in drawing fixations because their energy is similar to the

image shuffled patches. In general, we see that lower spatial frequencies (with

a ratio of around 1.2) play a significant role in drawing fixations. Further,

from the shape of the dominant frequencies, horizontal edges have a stronger

influence in drawing fixations than other orientations.

4.4.3 Bootstrapping the FFT ratios

However, without performing a bootstrap analysis, it is impossible to

verify if a ratio of 1.2 is statistically significant or not. To address this is-

sue, the bootstrap procedure discussed in Section 4.1.10 was repeated and 100

bootstrap estimates of Fratio(e) were computed. Thus, at each spatial fre-

quency, we now have a distribution of the values of Fratio(e). Since our aim is

to locate spatial frequencies whose Fratio(e) values are statistically significant

from 1.0, we compute the following z-score at each spatial frequency

z = (µ − 1.0)/σ (4.10)

where µ and σ are the sample mean and sample variance of Fratio(e) across the

100 bootstrap samples. This z-score measures the distance of the value of 1.0

(in standard deviations of Fratio) from the average Fratio value at that spatial

frequency.

Figure 4.21 shows the resulting z-scores for the Fratio values for the

full-resolution (top row) and the foveated (bottom row) analysis. The large
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z-scores for the short saccades and very large saccades (as indicated by the first

and the last bin respectively), indicate that the eye is drawn to very strong

horizontal low-frequency changes in these two bins, while the intermediate

saccade bins show a relatively weaker activity in the low-frequency bins.

4.4.4 Best Gabor fits to the Fratios

The main motivation for the FFT results discussed thus far was the

design of kernels that can be used to detect a center-surround features in the

luminance profiles of the images. Once we know the spatial frequencies of

the human patches that differ significantly from the random patches, we can

easily design kernels to pick these corresponding spatial frequency patterns.

Figure 4.21 provides exactly this information. Spatial frequencies with large

z-scores differ significantly from their random counterparts, and can be used

for predicting human fixations.

The design of the best fitting kernels to the significant spatial frequen-

cies of Figure 4.21 is now described for the foveated image patches. For visu-

alization purposes, we select from Figure 4.21 only those spatial frequencies

with a z-score greater than 4.0 . The resulting plot is shown in the top row of

Figure 4.22. We notice that these z-score profiles are actually better modeled

using Gabor functions instead of DoG kernels. We vary the various parameters

of the Gabor function to get a least squares fit to the plots in the top row of

4.22 using numerical optimization routines. In particular, we vary the center

frequency, the bandwidth, orientation, and the aspect ratio of the Gabor func-
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Figure 4.21: FFT Z-scores. Plots of z-scores of the Fratio as a function of
saccade magnitude for a patch size of96×96 pixels. The top row corresponds to
the full-resolution analysis, while the bottom row corresponds to the foveated
analysis. Each column corresponds to the saccade bin in which the FFT
analysis was performed (the bins are indicated on the title). The x and y axis
on these plots correspond to cycles per degree. All plots have been plotted
using the same colormap.
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Figure 4.22: Best fits of Gabors for luminance profiles. The top row shows the
z-scores (thresholded for display) of the FFT ratios of the patch luminance
as a function of increasing saccade magnitude. The bottom row shows the
corresponding best fitting Gabors to these z-scores.
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Center Frequency Bandwidth Orientation Aspect Ratio
(cycles/degree) (cycles/degree) (degrees)

9.0 9.6 95.0 0.75
6.0 9.6 95.0 0.78
6.0 9.6 95.0 0.68
5.0 9.6 92.0 0.80
4.0 6.6 95.0 0.89

Table 4.1: Parameters of the best fitting Gabors for luminance profiles

tion. The resulting best fitting Gabor kernels are shown in the bottom row of

Figure. 4.22. Table 4.1 provides the parameters of the best fitting Gabors for

the foveated analysis.

4.4.5 Center-surround Luminance Statistics

Having found these Gabor kernels, the final step is to filter each of the

image patches centered around human fixations, and the image patches from

the image shuffled database using these kernels. As in the case of the previous

image features, the ratio of the filtered outputs is then computed to evaluate

the utility of these kernels in separating human and random fixations. Given

an image patch I(·), we determine the eccentricity, e, of this patch from the

previous fixation, select the Gabor kernel from Figure 4.22 corresponding to

this saccade bin, Gab(e), and compute the maximum absolute value of the

result of filtering this image patch with the Gabor kernel. The ratio of the

average value of this output for human fixations to that of the patches from

the image-shuffled random fixations is then computed and used as the statistic
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of interest:

G(i, e) =

1
P (i)

p=P (i)
∑

p=1

max |Gab(e) ∗ I(p)|PoG|

1
R(i)

r=R(i)
∑

r=1

max |Gab(e) ∗ I(r)|Rand|

(4.11)

for each image i, where ∗ corresponds to the convolution operator, P (i) and

R(i) correspond to the number of image patches at human and random fixa-

tions respectively. The average value of this ratio across all images is computed

using

Gratio(e) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

G(i, e) (4.12)

The resulting Gratio(e) values for a patch size of 96×96 pixels is shown

in Figure4.23 as a function saccade magnitude. We notice that the values

of the ratios are in fact higher (with a maximum value of 1.12) than those

obtained by evaluating just the luminance values of the local image patches

(a maximum ratio value of 1.04) as seen in Figure 4.10, and marginally higher

than the maximum RMS ratio value of around 1.1. In other words, image

regions that have a center-surround luminance profile are more likely to draw

fixations than just patches that are bright or have high contrast. In another

study, we discovered that there exists an asymmetry in that patches with

higher contrast in the central region and lower contrast in the surrounding

area were more likely to draw fixations than patches with lower contrast in
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Figure 4.23: Statistics of ratios of the outputs of center-surround kernels on
the luminance of image patches as a function of eccentricity (at observers’
fixations to those from the image-shuffled database). Solid lines denote full-
resolution analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis. Error bars
signify 95% confidence intervals.

the center and higher contrast in the surrounding region. There was no such

effect for the center-surround luminance profiles.
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4.5 Statistics of center-surround outputs of local image

gradients

Finally, we extend the analysis to the center-surround differences of

local image contrast (i.e. contrast of contrast). One way to evaluate this

feature is by computing the difference between the local image contrast in

a central region of an image patch and the local image contrast in an area

surrounding that image patch. The motivation for computing this statistic is

that it captures higher order structure than the previous features. For example,

the human eye might land on regions whose central and surrounding regions

have the same mean luminance (and hence not captured by the luminance

DoG kernels), but different contrast profiles, which will be captured by this

statistic.

However, the problem of computing the optimal center-surround (i.e.

DoG or Gabor) kernel is more complicated than before because we first have

to compute local image contrast for every image which itself depends on the

size of neighborhood used to compute the contrast, and then optimize the size

of the DoG to compute the optimal center-surround kernel that maximally

separates human and random patches in the sense of this particular statistic.

To address this issue, we start by computing the magnitude of the local image

gradient for each pixel and use this as a measure of an extremely local (pixel-

level) measure of image contrast. Figure 4.24 shows a set of original image

patches and the corresponding local image gradients for these patches are

shown in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.24: Original Image Patches

Figure 4.25: Gradient images of image patches in Figure 4.24
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Figure 4.26: Best fits of Gabors for gradient profiles. The top row shows
the z-scores (thresholded for display) of the FFT ratios of the patch gradient
as a function of increasing saccade magnitude. The bottom row shows the
corresponding best fitting Gabors to these z-scores.
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Center Frequency Bandwidth Orientation Aspect Ratio
(cycles/degree) (cycles/degree) (degrees) -

8.0 9.6 95.0 0.56
8.0 9.6 93.0 0.45
7.0 2.6 95.0 0.41
6.0 9.6 85.0 0.39
4.0 1.6 95.0 2.15

Table 4.2: Parameters of the best fitting Gabors for local contrast analysis

The goal of designing the optimal center-surround kernel now amounts

to determining the spatial scales at which these local image gradients vary.

Thus the problem of finding optimal kernels is similar to the approach used

in Section 4.4. We begin by computing the average FFT magnitudes of the

gradient patches at point-of-gaze to those at random fixations using (4.8) and

(4.9). The main difference is that input to the analysis routine is the local im-

age gradient and not the luminance profile of the local image patches. We then

model the significant spatial frequencies using least square fits of Gabor func-

tions. Figure 4.27 shows the significant Fratios for the foveated analysis along

with the best fitting Gabor filters in the frequency domain. The parameters

of the best fitting Gabor functions are listed in Table 4.2.

4.5.1 Center-surround Gradient Statistics

Finally, to see if the contrast of local image contrast computed using this

approach can used to separate patches at human fixations and those at random

fixations, we group each image patch according to its saccade magnitude and

filter it with the corresponding Gabor filter at that saccade magnitude. The
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Figure 4.27: Statistics of ratios of the outputs of center-surround kernels on the
gradients of image patches as a function of eccentricity (at observers’ fixations
to those from the image-shuffled database). Solid lines denote full-resolution
analysis and the dashed lines indicate foveated analysis. Error bars signify
95% confidence intervals.
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maximum absolute value of this filtered output is then computed, and the

ratio of this value for human patches to random patches is computed as before

using (4.11) and (4.12). Figure 4.27 shows the value of this ratio as a function

of saccade magnitude for a patch size of 96 × 96 pixels. The values of this

ratio (with a maximum value of 1.3) is the highest of all the statistics we have

computed thus far. Thus this analysis shows that the contrast of contrast of

patches at human fixations is significantly higher than those at random patches

and can be used as a useful feature to predict fixations of human observers

in novel scenes. Further, this is consistent with our original intuition (Figure

4.17) that it not necessarily luminance or contrast that draws fixations, but

instead the difference of the statistics of patch with respect to its surroundings

that draws fixations.
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4.6 Examples of fixation selection

The results discussed thus far have shown that the image patches

selected by the human visual system have higher luminance, contrast, and

stronger center-surround profiles than the patches selected by a random ob-

server. The goal of this section is to present a simple technique that uses these

visually important image features to predict fixations. Since the contrast-

of-contrast image statistic discussed in Section 4.5 provided the maximum

separation between human and random fixations, the kernels shown in Figure

4.26 will be used as matched filters to highlight visually important regions.

4.6.1 Fixation selection using kernels for center-surround of con-

trast

The following is a brief overview of a simple algorithm that uses a

foveated framework for fixation point selection. Given an image in which

we would like to predict where humans will fixate, the algorithm begins by

picking the middle of the image as the first fixation point. This is consistent

with previous findings that have reported the tendency of observers to first

fixate at the middle of the image stimulus [62, 63]. To simulate the foveated

perception of the human visual system, the image is then foveated around this

central fixation point. Following this, the gradient of the foveated image is

filtered using the five kernels obtained from the contrast-of-contrast analysis

(Figure 4.26). The filtering process is space-variant - i.e. the type of kernel

that is used at a certain location in the image depends on the distance of that
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location from the current fixation point. Therefore, image regions that are

nearest to the current fixation point are filtered with the kernel corresponding

to the small magnitude saccade bins in Figure 4.26, and points that are farther

are filtered using the corresponding kernel from a large magnitude saccade bin.

Since the kernels in Figure 4.26 were computed for 5 saccade bins, the resulting

filtered image has 5 circular regions of filtered outputs. The filtered output is

interpreted simply as the likelihood that a region in the image will draw the

next fixation. Locations with large values in this fixation selection map are

more likely to draw a fixation than regions with lower values. The algorithm

uses a greedy approach and selects the maximum filtered output to be the next

fixation point. To incorporate the inhibition of return, the resulting selection

map is weighted using an inverse Gaussian mask that is centered on the current

fixation point. This mask in updated after each stage of fixation selection to

include all the previous fixation points. This masking inverted Gaussian mask

suppress the selection values at the current fixation point and thus prevents

the next fixation from landing close to current fixation or landing on a region

that has already been fixated. The selection map is also weighted with a

rectangular butterworth-like mask to avoid filtering artifacts near the image

boundaries. The algorithm selects the maximum from this weighted selection

map, moves to the location of the maximum filtered output, foveates the image

around this point, and repeats this process.

The following figures illustrate the results of this simple fixation selec-

tion algorithm on some natural images. Figure 4.28(a) shows a sample natural
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of predicted and recorded fixations for a natural
scene. (a)Original image (b)Collection of fixations of 29 observers viewing the
image. (c) Results of density-constrained clustering. Ellipse indicates the size
of the cluster. (d) Overlaying clusters of recorded fixations on the predicted
fixation map. Bright regions in the image denoted selected fixations. Numbers
denote the order in which the fixations are selected.
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image with the recorded fixations of 29 observers superimposed on it in Fig-

ure 4.28(b). For visualization purposes, the fixations were clustered using the

density-constrained clustering procedure discussed in Section 3.4.4. Each fix-

ation cluster was represented by an ellipse that was centered on the cluster

mean. The standard deviation of the cluster along principal orthogonal direc-

tions was used to compute the major and minor axes of the ellipse. Figure

4.28(c) shows the result of the clustering algorithm on the fixations of Figure

4.28(b). The top five clusters with the maximum density of fixations is shown

in this figure. The result of applying the fixation selection algorithm on the

image in Figure 4.28(a) is shown in Figure 4.28(d). In this figure, each pre-

dicted fixations is represented as a 2D Gaussian window, illustrated by the

bright regions in the figure. The variance of the Gaussian envelope was chosen

so that the full width at half-max of the Gaussian roughly equaled the diam-

eter of the human foveola (about 1◦ visual angle). As explained in Section

3.4.5, this approximation of a fixation point by a Gaussian reflects the fact

that when the human eye fixates a point, a region around this fixation point is

perceived by the visual system. The numbers superimposed on the Gaussians

in figure show the order in which the fixation selection algorithm selects the

points of interest in the image. Figure 4.29 more examples of such selections.

A good overlap between the ellipse, which indicates the true observers’

fixations, and the bright regions in the selection map, which signifies the points

selected by the algorithm, shows that even this simple selection algorithm is

able to predict fixations with reasonable success. Since the kernels used for
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selection are optimal for center-surround profiles, it is not surprising that the

algorithm performs particularly well in the case of isolated regions of brightness

or dark objects. This is most evident in Figure 4.28(d) where the bright flower

drew the fixations of many observers and was the region that was selected

immediately after the first central fixation.

4.6.2 Fixation selection using multiple image features

The results discussed in the previous section showed a good overlap

between the recorded fixations and the fixation points selected by a simple

algorithm that used only the kernels for center-surround of contrast. In this

section, we extended this algorithm to include the other features that were

discussed earlier in this chapter, namely: luminance, contrast, and center-

surround luminance and contrast profiles. The following is a brief description

of the algorithm. First, a saliency map for each of these features was created

using a foveated framework in a similar fashion to that using kernels for center-

surround contrast. Each feature map was then linearly combined using a

weighted average where the weights for each of the feature maps were selected

to be proportional to the maximum value of the ratio values they generated in

the comparison against randomly selected patches. Thus the weights for the

luminance, contrast, center-surround luminance, and center-surround contrast

were 1.02, 1.10, 1.12, and 1.30 respectively. (The weights were normalized to

sum to unity.) Figure 4.30 shows the improvement in the fixation selection

results using this linear combination of feature maps. The left column in this
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Figure 4.29: Examples of fixation selection. The column on the left shows
the images with the recorded fixations. The column on the right shows the
predicted fixations (denoted by bright regions) with ellipses denoting clusters
of human fixations.
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figure corresponds to the fixations selected using only the center-surround of

contrast kernels (i.e. they are the same as the figures in the right column in

Figure 4.29). The figures in right column in Figure 4.30 correspond to the

fixation selection results using the linear combinations. We see from these

figures that the linear combination captures many of the fixation clusters that

were missed earlier. The example in the last row shows an example where the

linear combination does not perform much better than the center-surround of

contrast feature alone.

4.6.3 Quantitative comparison of fixation selections

In the previous section, we demonstrated qualitatively that fixations

can be selected quite reliably using a linear combinations of low-level im-

age features. Here, we use the Kullback-Leibler measure discussed earlier in

Section 3.4.5 to quantify the distance between the fixations selected by the

algorithm and the recorded fixations. First, the top 10 dense clusters resulting

from the density-constrained clustering algorithm are selected. Each cluster is

then represented as 2D Gaussian window whose variance is determined by the

major and minor axis of the ellipse representing the fixation cluster. Then, the

fixation selection algorithm is used to select 10 fixation points each of which

is again represented by a 2D Gaussian window whose FWHM is selected to

be a 1◦ of visual angle as in Section 3.4.5. The KLD between these two maps

is then computed to evaluate the performance of the fixation selection algo-

rithm is selecting fixations. Figure 4.31 shows these KLD results for various
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Figure 4.30: Examples of fixation selection using a combination of image fea-
tures. The left column shows the fixations selected (bright regions) using
center-surround contrast kernels and the right column shows fixations selected
using a linear combination of four image features. The ellipses denote clusters
of human fixations.
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Figure 4.31: Quantitative comparison of selected fixations with recorded fixa-
tions.

conditions. The top bar in the figure captures the variation in the KLD as a

result of uncertainty in fixation clusters generated by observers. This distance

is computed between the original 10 clusters and a map obtained by ignoring

one of the 10 clusters of recorded fixations. This distance represents the best

performance we can hope to attain using an fixation selection algorithm. The

second bar from the top represents the KLD between randomly generated fixa-

tions and the recorded fixations, and thus represents the minimum acceptable

performance expected from any fixation selection algorithm. The remaining

bars show the performance of the linearly combined feature maps, the center-

surround of contrast, the center-surround of luminance, contrast, and finally

luminance. We see from the KLD plots, that all image features perform better

than a random searcher, with the combined feature map producing the best

correlation to recorded fixations.
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4.7 Conclusions

Analysis of the statistics of image features at point-of-gaze can provide

insight into the utility of various image features in drawing fixations. In this

chapter, we evaluated the following four low-level image statistics of image

patches at the point-of-gaze of observers and for patches from an image shuffled

database:

• Local patch luminance

• Local patch contrast

• Center-surround outputs of the patch luminance

• Center-surround outputs of the patch contrast

In each of these cases, we found that the value of the image feature

was higher at observers’ fixations than at random fixations. The contrast

of local image contrast resulted in the maximum difference between human

and random fixations. We developed, for the first time, a foveated framework

for analyzing the statistics of image patches at the resolution at which they

were perceived and showed that foveated analysis reveals an influence of RMS

contrast in drawing fixations that is statistically more significant than that

obtained using the full-resolution analysis. An eccentricity-based analysis of

the patches reveals that the influence of the image features is not uniform

across different saccade magnitudes. Further, for the local image contrast,
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even within our carefully selected database, the influence of contrast in draw-

ing fixations varies within subsets of images. Finally, we point out that in

comparison with previous studies of this nature, this work is more elaborate

in the number of subjects, the careful selection of natural calibrated images to

reduce high-level cognitive effects on gaze, and the accuracy of the recorded

eye movements.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

The efficacy of a foveated machine vision system largely depends on its

ability to actively select visually interesting regions in its environment. In hu-

man observers, both cognitive and low-level mechanisms guide eye movements

to select regions of interest. This goal of this dissertation was the investiga-

tion of bottom-up, low-level image features that influence eye movements in

visual search and surveillance. The general framework for analysis involved

the recording of eye movements of human observers as they performed the vi-

sual task, followed by an analysis of the stimulus at the point-of-gaze to reveal

correlations between the between gaze position and relevant image features.

In Chapter 3 a novel application of the classification image paradigm is

used to extract low-level image features used by the subject in the visual search

of simple targets embedded in 1/f noise. It is demonstrated that classification

image analysis and accurate eye tracking can be used in conjunction to directly

reveal shape cues that guided the saccade in the search task in the form of

classification images at the point of gaze. Two interesting results emerged.

First, the loci of fixations were not random but were driven by local image
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features, even in very noisy displays - human observers are not random in

their search strategy but rather make directed eye movements to regions in

the stimuli that resemble some structural feature of the target. Secondly, the

differences we find across observers, even when the targets are simple geometric

shapes, indicate that observers adopt idiosyncratic search heuristics. Given the

difficulty of the task, and the rapidity at which fixations are made, it is truly

remarkable that the visual system seems to analyze spatial structure in the

low-resolution periphery and direct fixations to regions that resembled some

spatial feature of the target.

In Chapter 4, the analysis of gaze is extended to visual surveillance -

a task-free, free-viewing scenario. Here, we recorded the eye movements of

29 observers as they viewed 101 calibrated natural images, and attempted to

quantify the differences in the statistics of image patches around human and

randomly selected fixations. In particular, it is shown that the human visual

system fixates on regions with higher luminance, local image contrast, and

center-surround differences of luminance and contrast. However, the degree of

influence of each of these features varies, with the center-surround differences of

local image contrast showing maximum difference in its values at human versus

randomly selected patches. A foveated analysis framework where patches are

analyzed at the spatial resolution at which they were perceived is used to show

a statistically significant difference from a full-resolution analysis for the local

contrast statistics.
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5.2 Future Work

The results of analyzing image patches at observers’ gaze positions

show that it is indeed possible to uncover some mechanisms of visual search

and surveillance by combining image processing algorithms with eye tracking.

These results can be furthered to incorporate many extensions as discussed

below.

5.2.1 Enhancements to the Classification Image Analysis

The classification image analysis procedure presented in Chapter 3 is

not without its shortcomings. The classification images resulting from this

analysis lack in the spatial detail that usually result from psychophysical trials,

where the contribution of each pixel to the creation of the template is shift-

invariant across the trials. For example, in Figure 3.1, the noise pixels are

perfectly aligned across trials during the averaging process.

With the added dimension of eye movements, the noise pixels across

trials are no longer guaranteed to be perfectly aligned, and it is therefore very

likely that many image features in Figure 3.5 are blurred or even lost in the

averaging process. This issue of spatial uncertainty introduced by eye move-

ments was recently addressed by constraining the locations of both the target

and fixations to one of 49 square regions on a rectangular grid [94]. Fixa-

tions in any location within a tile were automatically used to select the noise

within that tile. By cleverly combining the speed of data collection of the eye

tracking methodology with the spatial accuracy of the psychophysical set up,
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this approach produces classification images of higher spatial resolution than

reported here, while using fewer trials than traditional 2-AFC psychophysical

visual tasks.

It is also possible to address this issue of spatial uncertainty by applying

shift-invariant algorithms (such as the magnitude of the Fourier transform)

and more sophisticated data analysis algorithms (like Principal Component

Analysis [81] and Independent Component Analysis [95] in the frame work of

classification images.

Finally, the issue of foveated perception has not been taken into account

for the classification image experiments. Given that an observer is fixating at

a point, the selection of the next fixation point is based on the low resolution

periphery. To derive the kernels that draw attention at various eccentricities,

an eccentricity-based multi-resolution analysis (as described in Section 4.1.9)

where the image patch at the next fixation point is filtered using established

models of resolution fall off [15] to simulate the variable resolution perception

of the human visual system can be extended to the study of classification

images.

5.2.2 Enhancements to the Visual Surveillance Experiments

In this section, we discuss a few more directions in the visual surveil-

lance arena.
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5.2.2.1 Structural Analysis

The types of image features that are analyzed can be extended to in-

clude more complex features such as patch orientation, image texture, and

more generally objects. For example, by computing very low-level image fea-

tures such as luminance and contrast, the analysis presented in Chapter 4

ignores structure - a feature that seems important in drawing fixations. In

fact, the results themselves tend to suggest that a higher order analysis of

image statistics provides a better separation of human and randomly selected

patches. While the center-surround statistics presented in this chapter provide

a very basic measure of structure, there is probably much to learn by extending

the analysis to include Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and its various

flavors.

PCA (also referred to as the Hotelling transform or the Karhunen -

Loeve transform) [81, 96] is a technique for extracting inter-pixel relationships

in a data set. PCA is often used in dimensionality reduction to represent

maximum information (in the minimum mean square sense) about a given

data set using the least number of uncorrelated linear descriptors: the prin-

cipal components (computed as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of

the data set). Each eigenvector has a corresponding eigenvalue that represents

the variance (in the data set) captured by that vector. Once computed, these

orthonormal eigenvectors are ordered according to their eigenvalues so that

the component that accounts for the most variation in the data is represented

first and hence captures the fundamental structure of the data set. The fol-
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Figure 5.1: PCA of patches at human fixations

lowing are preliminary results obtained by using PCA on patches at human

and randomly-selected fixations [97].

Fig. 5.1 illustrates the results of applying PCA to an image bank

consisting of about 3000 image patches extracted from the fixations of an

observer using a database consisting of man-made objects such as buildings

and cars. Fig. 5.1(a) shows the first 15 eigenvectors ordered from left to

right and top to bottom in descending order of their corresponding eigenvalues

(Fig. 5.1(b)). The first eigenvector simply represents the average of all the

image patches and is not of much significance. The first bar on the eigenvalue

plot therefore corresponds to the second eigenvector shown. Figure 5.2 shows

the results corresponding to the random fixation scenario for in the same

database. The error bars on the eigenvalues represent 1 standard deviation

variation obtained by bootstrapping where different random image patches
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Figure 5.2: PCA of image patches at random locations

were selected for each simulation.

A glance at these eigenvectors indicate that they resemble derivatives

of 2D Gaussians. The lower order vectors (2 and 3) resemble vertical and

horizontal edge detectors while components (4-6) resemble bar detectors at

different orientations (the actual sign of the eigenvectors being irrelevant).

Observing the second eigenvector in Fig. 5.2(a), it is clear that horizontal

edges are the most dominant image features in the database, followed by the

vertical edge. Comparing their corresponding eigenvalues (Fig. 5.2(b)), the

contribution of the horizontal edges is almost twice that of the vertical edge.

However, in contrast, the second eigenvector for the human fixations in Fig.

5.1(a) is vertical indicating that this particular observer actually preferred ver-

tical edges despite the abundance of horizontal edges in the database. Another

interesting difference is that unlike the random fixation case, second and third
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eigenvectors for human fixations have similar weights as seen in Fig. 5.1(b).

While these results provide some basic insight into the influence of

structure in drawing gaze, the eigenvectors resulting from this analysis are

not easy to interpret. It is, for example, difficult to quantify the differences

between the human eigenvectors and the random eigenvectors beyond the sec-

ond eigen vectors. Also, It is important to note that because PCA combines

all eigen vectors linearly to create any image patch in the bank of patches, it

is not possible to make conclusions about structural information that draws

fixations by simply looking at a single eigen vector (especially higher order

vectors). These analysis could be extended to Linear Discriminant Analysis

[81] which looks for the features that best discriminate - not represent - human

and random patches. The Generalized Singular Value Decomposition - a gen-

eralized version of PCA - could also be used as an analysis routine to extract

those features that maximally separate human and random image patches.

5.2.2.2 Saccade Angle Analysis

In Section 4.1.6 it was shown that the saccade magnitudes executed

by the human visual system are not uniform. In fact, the distribution of sac-

cade magnitudes can be modeled as a log-normal distribution. We presented

an eccentricity-based analysis of various image features as a function of the

saccade magnitude. It can be shown similarly that the saccade orientation -

the angle of the saccade relative to an arbitrary horizontal reference - is non-

uniformly distributed as well. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of saccade
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of saccade angles for human observers (solid line) and
uniformly distributed fixations (dotted line). The vertical lines indicated the
boundary of saccade bins used for the eccentricity-based analysis.
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Figure 5.4: RMS contrast ratios as a function of saccade angles. The plots
here show the distribution of RMS contrast ratios as a function of the saccade
angle (x-axis) for a patch size of 96 × 96 pixels. The dotted lines show these
ratios for the foveated analysis, and the solid ones show it for the full-resolution
analysis.
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angles executed by observers in our experiment. The human eyes are more

likely to scan the image horizontally than they are vertically. Therefore, we

can extend the analysis presented in Section as a function of saccade angle

instead of saccade magnitude. Figure 5.4 shows a plot of the RMS ratios (sim-

ilar to those in Section 4.3.3) for a patch size of 96× 96 pixels as a function of

the saccade angle. We notice here that the ratio is not constant as a function

of the saccade angle. Most interestingly the RMS ratio increases as a function

of saccade angle indicating that the human eye does not execute vertical sac-

cades very often, but when it does, the saccades land on image patches with

significantly high contrast.

5.2.3 General Enhancements

The following are suggestions for improvement that apply to both the

search and the surveillance methodologies. Both the classification image anal-

ysis and the surveillance experiments fail to incorporate the duration of a

fixation into the analysis framework. For example, a patch that was fixated

on for 500ms receives the same weight as a patch that was fixated on for

150ms. The duration of a fixation can be incorporated into the analysis by

either by weighting the resulting statistic from that patch in accordance to the

fixation duration. Another approach would be to have multiple copies of an

image patch during analysis with the number of copies being proportional to

the fixation duration.

One of the major shortcomings of the analysis procedure is that it lacks
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a wavelet-like multiple-resolution analysis framework. While the surveillance

experiments attempt to address this issue by using multiple patch sizes, it

would be useful to have an inherent wavelet-like decomposition embedded in

the analysis procedure to permit image feature analysis at multiple scales.

5.2.4 Fixation selection using local patch statistics

The discussion of selection of fixations for both visual search and surveil-

lance were indeed quite elementary. The following is an example of how of

these eccentricity-dependent statistics could be incorporated in the design of

an automatic fixation algorithms that uses low-level image features to guide

fixations. Once a feature is identified as significant for attracting fixations, the

distribution of this feature as a function saccade magnitude can be computed

and modeled empirically using the large database of fixations in naturalistic

scenes. For example, assume that the feature used by the automatic-fixation

algorithm is the foveated contrast of image patches. Given a novel scene, the

automatic-fixation selection algorithm will begin by selecting the first fixation

point at the center of image and foveating the scene around this point. Us-

ing the local contrast of this foveated image and the empirical distribution of

foveated contrasts (at various eccentricities) that actually drew fixations, the

algorithm will proceed to create a saliency map that captures the probability

that a region in the image will be the next to attract the fixation. As a first

step, a greedy algorithm can be used to select the peak in the resulting saliency

map as the next fixation point. The image will then be foveated at the new
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fixation point and the process repeated. As more image features that differ-

entiate human and random fixations are discovered, the selection mechanism

will be able to pool the saliency maps from each of these feature layers and

select peaks from this combined saliency map. In addition to image features,

the model will also incorporate the statistics of human eye movements, such

as the distributions of saccade magnitudes and saccade orientation, inhibition

of return, and the tendency of observers to fixate at the image center.
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